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FOREWORD 

 

Much of modern life, in developing and developed countries, is predicated on the expectation that 
radiocommunication will be available, mobile, and immediate. Telecommunication agencies and 
businesses around the world have to be able to establish and maintain mobile communication 
infrastructure that will meet the quality of communication required.  

An understanding of the propagation mechanisms through natural and man-made environments is a 
basic element of the culture of a telecommunications engineer. That knowledge is needed in 
planning and optimizing the technical support for mobile radiocommunications to meet customer 
needs. Natural variability, both spatial and temporal, and the effects of terrain and topography 
cannot be controlled but they can be accommodated provided that the effect they have on systems is 
known. 

In the case of terrestrial land mobile services, recent years have seen an extraordinary increase in 
customer demand and use. In establishing terrestrial mobile networks many technical innovations 
have been developed, one of these being an increase in the understanding of radiowave propagation. 
The International Telecommunication Union (ITU-R) is dedicated to providing standard methods 
(Recommendations) for calculating the performance of radio systems within a variable 
environment. This ITU-R Handbook gives the technical basis for predicting the radio propagation in 
point-to-point, point-to-area, and point-to-multipoint mobile networks. The Handbook focuses on 
the use of ITU-R Recommendations for the regulating, planning, engineering and deployment of 
land mobile services. The reader is encouraged to seek further information from the ITU-R 
(http://www.itu.int/ITU-R). 

 

 

David G. Cole                        
Chairman, Radiocommunication Study Group 3,  

Radiowave Propagation                 
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CHAPTER  1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Purpose 

The purpose of this Handbook is to introduce the engineer or network designer who has little or no 
experience in radiowave propagation to those concepts that are necessary to understand how 
radiowave propagation principles are applied to the design of terrestrial land mobile radio systems.  

1.2 How to use this Handbook 

The primary intended audience for this Handbook is users of ITU-R electromagnetic propagation 
Recommendations who require additional information concerning the background and application 
of the methods found in these Recommendations, particularly the Recommendations applying to 
terrestrial, land mobile services in the VHF and UHF bands. The ITU-R radiowave propagation 
Recommendations are delineated by a Recommendation number and a version number 
(e.g. P.1144-2). In this Handbook Recommendation will generally be referenced without the latest 
version number but the reader is advised to use the latest version for practical work. The Working 
Parties of Study Group 3 are constantly engaged in studies intended to improve and broaden 
existing Recommendations, as well as the development of new Recommendations. Therefore, 
additional materials have been included with a view toward the future. 

Chapter 2 of the Handbook discusses common land mobile radio system applications, broadly 
subdivided into vehicular- and hand-portable systems. The emphasis of this Chapter is to place 
these applications within the context of the expected communication range(s), environment(s) and 
channel characteristics of each application. The final section of the Chapter addresses the choices of 
method by which information is transmitted, i.e., modulation methods, and the impacts of the 
channel characteristics on these methods. A user can place the land mobile system that he is 
designing or planning within the framework of these applications and identify the important 
considerations that affect his system by reading this Chapter. 

Chapter 3 discusses the fundamentals of terrestrial electromagnetic wave propagation. The first 
section of the Chapter introduces the deterministic concepts of electromagnetic wave reflection, 
refraction, diffraction and multipath. For the case of a fixed transmitter and receiver and a well-
mixed atmosphere, these govern the long-term (hourly) median signal strengths. The remaining two 
sections of this Chapter then introduce the seemingly random nature of the fluctuations of the signal 
strength about the long-term median as the mobile transmitter or receiver (or both) move about over 
short distances. A user should read this Chapter to become acquainted with the fundamental 
concepts of a broad range of radio propagation models. 
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Chapter 4 discusses modelling techniques for outdoor radio propagation predictions. These are 
broadly subdivided into site-general, empirically-based models and more deterministic, site-specific 
models. Also included in this Chapter are brief sections on modelling techniques such as ray 
tracing, GTD-UTD methods and parabolic equation and integral equation methods. Due to their 
importance, diffraction modelling methods are revisited and finally, a section on the considerations 
on the choice of which propagation models to use is included. The user should read this section to 
obtain details of the various modelling methods available for use in propagation predictions. 

Chapter 5 discusses the availability and use of terrain and land-use/land-cover databases. These are 
particularly helpful when using a site-specific propagation model, but also useful for some types of 
site-general models.  

Chapter 6 discusses considerations for propagation within and into/out of buildings. Here again, 
models are subdivided into site-general and site-specific models. Users desiring methods for 
propagation predictions for these increasingly important cases should read this Chapter. 

Chapter 7 covers antenna considerations as these relate to the propagation problem, while 
Chapter 8 covers the effects of environmental radio noise on radio system performance. Both are 
important in designing or planning a detailed radio communication system. Chapter 9 treats the 
important case of the channel transfer function/channel impulse response for digital modulation 
methods. These are very important in determining the expected performance of a digitally 
modulated system bit error ratio or symbol error rate in the presence of noise and/or interference. 
The Handbook concludes with a Bibliography and two Appendices on practical examples and unit 
conversions. 

1.3 Applicable ITU-R texts 

The following ITU-R texts cover areas relevant to the scope of this Handbook. A bibliography of 
non-ITU-R texts follows Chapter 9. 

Recommendation ITU-R P.833-3 – Attenuation in vegetation, International Telecommunication 
Union, Geneva, 2001. 

Recommendation ITU-R P.525-2 – Calculation of free space attenuation, International 
Telecommunication Union, Geneva, 2000. 

Recommendation ITU-R P.341-5 – The concept of transmission loss for radio links, International 
Telecommunication Union, Geneva, 2000. 

Recommendation ITU-R P.1058-2 – Digital topographic databases for propagation studies, 
International Telecommunication Union, Geneva, 2000. 
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Recommendation ITU-R P.368-7 – Ground-wave propagation curves for frequencies between 
10 kHz and 30 MHz, International Telecommunication Union, Geneva, 2000. 

Recommendation ITU-R P.1144-2 – Guide to the application of the propagation methods of 
Radiocommunication Study Group 3, International Telecommunication Union, Geneva, 2001. 

Handbook on radiowave propagation information for predictions for terrestrial path communi-
cations, International Telecommunication Union, Geneva, in preparation. 

Handbook on radio spectrum monitoring, International Telecommunication Union , Geneva, 1995. 

Recommendation ITU-R P.1407 – Multipath propagation and parameterization of its characteristics, 
International Telecommunication Union, 2000. 

Recommendation ITU-R P.529-3 – Prediction methods for the terrestrial land mobile service in the 
VHF and UHF bands, International Telecommunication Union, Geneva, 2000. (Superseded by 
Recommendation ITU-R P.1546) 

Recommendation ITU-R P.452-10 – Prediction procedure for the evaluation of microwave inter-
ference between stations on the surface of the Earth at frequencies above about 0.7 GHz, 
International Telecommunication Union, Geneva, 2001. 

Volume 2 of Handbook on Land Mobile – Principles and approaches on evolution to IMT-
2000/FPLMTS, International Telecommunication Union, Geneva, 1997. 

Recommendation ITU-R P.1057-1 – Probability distributions relevant to radiowave propagation 
modelling, International Telecommunication Union, Geneva, 2001. 

Recommendation ITU-R P.526-7 – Propagation by diffraction, International Telecommunication 
Union, Geneva, 2001. 

Recommendation ITU-R P.1411-1 – Propagation data and prediction methods for the planning of 
short range outdoor radiocommunication systems and radio local area networks in the frequency 
range 300 MHz to 100 GHz, International Telecommunication Union, Geneva, 2001. 

Recommendation ITU-R P.1238-2 – Propagation data and prediction models for the planning of 
indoor radiocommunication systems and radio local area networks in the frequency range 900 MHz 
to 100 GHz, International Telecommunication Union, Geneva, 2001. 

Recommendation ITU-R P.1406 – Propagation effects relating to terrestrial land mobile service in 
the VHF and UHF bands, International Telecommunication Union, Geneva, 2000. 

Ex-CCIR Report 902 – Radiating/leaky cable systems in the land mobile service.  

Handbook on land mobile (Volume 3) – Radio dispatch systems, International Telecommunication 
Union, Geneva (in preparation). 
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ITU-R P.372-7 – Radio noise, International Telecommunication Union, Geneva, 2001. 

Recommendation ITU-R P.453-8 – The radio refractive index: Its formula and refractivity data, 
International Telecommunication Union, Geneva, 2001. 

Ex-CCIR Report 880-1 – Short distance radio-wave propagation in special environments. 

Report ITU-R M.2014 – Spectrum efficient digital land mobile systems for dispatch traffic, 
International Telecommunication Union, Geneva, 1998. 

Recommendation ITU-R P.1546 – Method for point-to-area predictions for terrestrial services in the 
frequency range 30 to 3 000 MHz, Geneva, 2001. 

Handbook on land mobile (Volume 1) – Wireless access local loop, International Telecommuni-
cation Union, Geneva, 1997. 
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CHAPTER  2 

APPLICATIONS  TO  LAND  MOBILE  RADIO  SYSTEMS 
 

This Chapter provides a brief overview of typical applications in the land mobile services. Giving 
only a general presentation of system structure, it highlights those system features which may 
impact upon the scope, aims or choice of relevant propagation studies. Special attention is paid to 
the necessary coverage and communication range considerations. 

2.1 General network architecture 

One of the primary points to consider when discussing any radiocommunication system is its 
general network architecture. This describes the way in which communication links are established 
in the network and which terminals are actually communicating among themselves. Such 
consideration gives very important ideas on necessary propagation paths, ranges and directivities. 
Three of the most typical radiocommunication network architectures are shown in Fig. 2.1. 
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Point-to-point

Point-to-multipoint (star)

Point-to-area (mesh)

FIGURE 2.1

Typical network architectures of radiocommunication systems

 

 

It may be noted, that from the three architectures shown in Fig. 2.1, a point-to-area network may be 
considered as most representative of land mobile systems. However the other two architectures are 
also relevant for certain modes of operation in land mobile systems. 

Point-to-point operation is most typical for fixed radiocommunication networks but may be used 
also in land mobile networks when mobile (transportable) terminals operate while not in motion, 
from some temporary fixed locations. Examples of such applications include mobile tactical 
radio-relay links, temporary electronic news gathering systems, etc. It is also likely that such a 
mode of operation may further spread within mobile systems with the introduction of advanced 
steerable antennas. This technique allows the tracking of a mobile remote terminal while in motion 
with a rotating beam of a base station antenna. 
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The exceptional advantage of such point-to-point mode of operation is that it allows the use of 
highly directional antennas, which increases the range of communication and reduces multipath 
effects. In such cases the propagation path is well defined, so it is often possible and advisable to 
use path-specific propagation prediction models. 

Point-to-multipoint network architecture, also known as a star configuration, contains a central node 
which acts as a managing and switching point for communication with the remote stations, as well 
as for communications between remote stations. When only one-way communication is involved, 
such networks become what is well known as a broadcasting network. Although primarily a domain 
of fixed networks, star architectures are now often employed in radiocommunication systems, 
which stand on the boundary between fixed and mobile services. A good example of such appli-
cation may be the so called wireless local loop (WLL) systems, often having both fixed and mobile 
user terminals in their structure. But even fixed terminals in WLL systems are being deployed in a 
simplified flexible way (sometimes even by the end subscribers themselves), without prior 
knowledge of terminal locations and appropriate path consideration. 

Due to heavy traffic load expectations in WLL systems, they are usually planned in the frequency 
bands above the UHF range. However in sparsely populated areas WLL systems are often deployed 
at UHF frequencies, typically around 900 MHz, 1.5 GHz or 2 GHz frequency bands. In such cases, 
it is expected that communication ranges will be comparable with those of land mobile systems and 
possibly even greater, up to some 50-100 km. Therefore, if circular coverage is necessary, UHF 
band WLL systems employ directional antennas at base stations, arranged in several sectors over 
the whole 360°. 

Therefore in coverage prediction of such WLL point-to-multipoint systems it is often possible to 
use point-to-area coverage prediction methods, but care should be taken to account for the higher 
antenna gain at base and remote stations. The height of remote antennas is usually taken as 10 m 
above ground, because they are often mounted on rooftops along with antennas for broadcast 
reception. 

Point-to-area architecture is the essential mode of operation of traditional land mobile systems. It 
provides coverage of an entire area from one or more base stations on the assumption that mobile 
stations may appear at any time in any point of a given coverage area and may maintain a 
communication channel while moving within the limits of that entire coverage area. Such 
architecture may become a mesh network, when mobile stations may communicate directly among 
themselves. This is the case in traditional private mobile radio networks. In public cellular networks 
mobile terminals may communicate only via the central node (actually via the relevant base station 
and central network switching facility), hence from a pure network perspective they act as if in a 
star configuration. But even in the latter case, from a radio planning perspective they should be 
treated as point-to-area systems. 
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Planning of coverage areas in the point-to-area mode is a difficult task, because it is in principle 
impossible to foresee the exact path that radiowaves will travel. Therefore path-general models are 
usually employed for propagation prediction, with the assumption that the field strength will be 
subject to variations which may be described using statistical methods. In such planning, it is 
important to plan for the most reliable coverage of the entire intended coverage area, minimizing 
the number of “shadow” areas. 

2.2 Private mobile radio (dispatch) systems 

Private mobile radio (PMR) systems, also known as private dispatch systems, are the oldest and still 
most widely used type of land mobile applications. Deployed for the first time in 1929 as the means 
of communications with police patrol cars, the RF architecture of these systems remains essentially 
unchanged until today, although trunking has added another dimension. 

The major feature of the PMR systems is that they provide instant access to a radio channel (so 
called push-to-talk principle) and allow communication in a mesh architecture. From the radio 
planning point of view, PMR systems usually represent one city or a somewhat larger 
administrative subdivision such as a county, a department, etc. If the area is sufficiently small and 
unshadowed by topographic obstacles, a single site can be used as shown in Fig. 2.2. When the 
number of mobile and portable radios increases or when it is necessary to cover larger territories, 
then additional base stations can be introduced. 

Because of their simplicity and comparatively low initial and running cost, such PMR systems are a 
favourite choice for private mobile communications and today are widely used by emergency 
services, utility, transportation and taxi companies, and other companies requiring affordable mobile 
communications. Additionally, their dispatch-oriented operating characteristics frequently match 
user requirements better than would a “one-to-one” system like a public mobile telephone system. 

Ter-022
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FIGURE 2.2

PMR system in its basic principal architecture
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Initially working mostly at VHF frequencies, PMR systems today use many parts of the VHF/UHF 
frequency range, e.g. around 40 MHz, 160 MHz, 450 MHz and 900 MHz frequency bands. The 
typical power of base stations is 25-400 W and the power of mobile stations 2-100 W. In areas with 
flat topography, it is common to install base station antennas in the middle of the service area, 
usually on the top of high standing buildings in city centres, etc. In cities surrounded by mountains, 
it is common to install base stations on top of a mountain peak. Most commonly, base stations 
deploy omnidirectional antennas, although those in surrounding mountain ranges may use direc-
tional antennas with wide horizontal beamwidth. With the aforementioned power of transmitters, 
the expected radius of coverage areas ranges from 25 to 100 km. 

Because of their mesh architecture, communications in the PMR systems are very sustainable. Even 
when a given mobile happens to be in a non-coverage spot, another nearby mobile station may act 
as a relay to pass a message to the central dispatch office, as shown in Fig. 2.2. Nevertheless, and 
especially in applications that are sensitive to overall reaction time such as emergency services, the 
coverage area of PMR systems should be carefully planned with a view to guaranteeing the 
necessary extent of coverage area and to eliminating any possible shadowed spots. 

Since basic PMR systems use a simple protocol for access to a radio channel (which is only one or a 
few manually selectable channels per network), for extension of coverage areas the option of a 
repeater station configuration is usually chosen, as shown in Fig. 2.3. However, such repeater 
stations should be considered in the planning exercise in the same way as the central base station. 
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Use of repeater to extend coverage of PMR system
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Modern large PMR networks today often use the so-called trunking technologies, which are 
designed to provide mobile terminals with seamless access to a larger set of available frequency 
channels, while retaining the essential “push-to-talk” principle of communication. At the same time, 
this more advanced mode of channel selection introduces the cellular principle of multiple base 
station deployment over larger territories. However, even in the cellularly-organized trunked PMR 
networks the individual base stations usually retain the same features as in a single-station network, 
such as omnidirectional antennas, power and communication range. 

Trunking technologies also allowed the development of such systems as PAMR (public access 
mobile radio) networks, which are usually the same trunked PMR networks with selective calling, 
in which available airtime capacity is leased by network operators as virtual PMR to small 
businesses. 

Because PMR systems are mostly used for voice communications, they usually employ narrow 
frequency channels with channel widths of 33/25 kHz and smaller. This means that the propagation 
statistics are not frequency selective and are usually considered in terms of field strength variation 
(fading) characterization over time and over area, that is time and location variability. 

2.3 Public radio paging networks 

Radio paging networks were the first widely available public mobile networks. They are intended 
for one-way transmission of alphanumeric messages. The basic structure of a paging network is 
shown in Fig. 2.4. Pages are initiated either via the public switched telephone network (PSTN) or 
via a direct connection to a data network or both. The paging terminal handles the page requests and 
queues and re-formats into a form suitable for transmission. The network controller is the interface 
to the paging base stations. 
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Since paging networks work essentially in a broadcasting mode of operation, they are planned in a 
manner that is similar to that of broadcasting networks. Base stations usually operate at VHF or 
UHF frequencies, usually with one frequency per entire network, with typical power of transmitters 
100-400 W and omnidirectional antennas. The expected radius of base station coverage areas for 
reliable outdoor reception is 50 km or more. Indoor coverage is severely reduced due to building 
penetration losses. For that reason, quasi-synchronous “simulcast” techniques are frequently 
employed. To ensure proper reception when moving between neighbouring coverage areas, the base 
stations in a given network transmit in a quasi-synchronous mode. This also alleviates the need for 
interference assessment, so network planners need only to ensure proper coverage. 

Because of its broadcasting nature, path-general propagation prediction methods are very suitable 
for planning coverage areas in paging networks, including those methods used with conventional 
radio and TV broadcasting services. However, care should be taken to make an adjustment for 
reduced height of receiver antennas (pagers are usually worn on the belt, at approximately 1 m 
above ground) as well as for associated body loss which is significant for paging receivers. See the 
discussion on this in Chapter 7 of this Handbook. 

2.4 Public cordless telephony systems 

The public cordless telephony (CT) systems are derived from the previously mentioned wireless 
local loop systems. The characteristic feature of CT systems is that they are intended for very short 
communication distances and are suited for mobile as well as for fixed user terminals. While WLL 
typically works in a point-to-multipoint mode with the base station installed at the telephone 
exchange premises and covering a wide service area, the CT systems usually employ radio 
transmission only in the so called “last mile” of the telephone infrastructure, thus replacing local 
drop parts of some 0.1-1 km from the street cabinet to the subscriber premises, as shown in Fig. 2.5. 
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Such an architecture utilize base stations with transmitter powers of some 10-100 mW (sometimes 
up to 0.5 W) and intended communication ranges of not more than 0.5-2 km. Normally some kind 
of automatic channel selection protocol is used, which allows dynamic assignment of free channels. 
Therefore CT systems become perfectly suited for network deployment in the highly dense cellular 
structures with the “lamp-post” principle of base station installations at 0.5-1 m intervals, see 
Fig. 2.6 
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FIGURE 2.6

Public CT system installation in urban areas

 

 

Public CT networks are intended primarily for installation in urban areas and may cope with traffic 
loads of up to 10 000 E/km2/floor. Notice that the traffic load is given per floor, because it is 
assumed that low power base stations create coverage zones only on the same level of multi-storey 
buildings. The typical power of a user terminal transmitter is around 10 mW in both fixed and 
mobile versions. Omnidirectional antennas are used on both sides. Due to the small size of the cells 
and optimization of radio access protocol for toll-quality connections, CT networks usually provide 
some means of subscriber hand-off between the cells but only for a slow speed of the mobile, 
e.g. limited to the pedestrians’ speed of 4-5 km/h. 

Ultimately public CT networks should allow seamless roaming of CT terminals between the 
privately owned home cordless telephones and their public counterpart network. It is also foreseen 
that public and private CT networks may form part of the universal international mobile 
telecommunication systems family, known as IMT-2000. 

From the radio planning perspective CT networks usually do not require extensive propagation 
modelling because of the very dense installation of base stations with overlapping coverage areas. 
Usually it is sufficient to develop some general rules of expected propagation distance, based on 
operating frequency, typical height of antennas and propagation conditions. These rules may be 
then used in determining maximum separation distances between base stations and other guidelines 
for their typical installations. 
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2.5 Public cellular mobile telephony systems 

Mobile telephony systems gradually developed from PMR systems, first providing the possibility 
for mobile users to connect to the PSTN network by means of manual switching at the dispatcher 
office, then creating specialized PMR-like mobile telephony systems with the dispatch office being 
replaced with a manned commutator, and finally with the automatic exchange that was directly 
connected with the PSTN network. 

Such public mobile telephony networks featuring automated switching centres and deploying single 
base stations with radial coverage of metropolitan areas were in operation in many countries from 
1960-1980 (and are sometimes still in operation today). However low efficiency of channel 
utilization and hence very limited traffic capacity in the PMR-type of architecture did not allow 
wide development of such systems until the concept of cellular deployment was introduced to 
mobile telephony networks around the 1980s. A basic example of cellular network deployment is 
shown in Fig. 2.7. 
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FIGURE 2.7

Example of cellular network architecture
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The example in Fig. 2.7 shows how the density and shapes of the cells are adjusted to account for 
different subscriber density and adapt to the most likely routes of subscriber mobility. Essentially, 
individual cells in the cellular mobile network are planned as units limited by traffic capacity. This 
allows enormous flexibility for operators to deploy their networks gradually, first starting with large 
cells and then splitting them down to smaller and smaller cells as traffic grows. The initial problem 
of limited spectrum capacity in cellular structures is alleviated by significant frequency reuse, 
because small coverage areas allow the reuse of the same frequency at small distances, as shown in 
Fig. 2.8. 
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Example of frequency reuse pattern with 7 groups of frequencies in cellular structure

 

 

 

Later, code division multiple access (CDMA) technologies allowed the establishment of networks 
on a single frequency basis, although the capacity-limited principle of cell formation remained 
unaffected. 

It may be noted that today the three generations of cellular public mobile telephony systems exist: 
First generation systems are analogue systems, employing some kind of frequency division multiple 
access (FDMA) protocols with usual narrow-band FM channels. Second generation systems are 
digital systems, which are largely used today. These employ some kind of digital modulation 
technology and either time division multiple access (TDMA) in combination with FDMA or 
CDMA mode of operation. Third generation systems are expected to start commercial operation 
gradually and are described as a family of various standards, primarily CDMA with frequency 
division duplex (FDD) or time division duplex (TDD), but also FDMA/TDMA standards. Together 
they are known under the ITU name of IMT-2000 (International Mobile Telecommunications). 

Differences between various systems and different generations lie in the area of the variety of 
services offered and their quantitative and quality characteristics, different inter-network and inter-
system roaming capabilities, etc. However, essentially all cellular telephony networks are similar in 
so far as the networks themselves and all communications within the networks are managed 
centrally from the so-called mobile switching centre (MSC), and all interconnections between 
mobile stations and the network, as well as between mobile stations, are routed through the nearest 
base station and MSC. A basic network architecture of cellular land mobile telephony systems is 
shown in Fig. 2.9. 
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Basic network architecture of cellular mobile telephony systems

 

 

 

Cellular systems usually employ directive antennas to form the required shape of the cells and also 
to reduce interference into neighbouring cells in FDMA/TDMA networks. Typical communication 
distance ranges are 100-300 m for pico-cells in dense urban areas, 0.5-1 km in urban micro-cells, 
1-5 km in macro-cells employed in cities with low population densities and suburbs, and 5-25 km in 
rural areas, along highways, etc. Digital systems often have their maximum communication range 
tied into the timing structures of communication protocol, e.g. TDMA packet timing in a GSM 
system provides a maximum communication range of about 35 km. It may also be noted that the 
communication protocols and channel models in cellular telephony systems should assume a 
relatively high speed of vehicular mobile stations, in the range of 150-200 km/h. 

Cellular mobile systems provide an extremely difficult task for networks planners, and propagation 
modelling is an important part of it. Because of the need to account for a large number of trans-
mitters and because of high susceptibility to modelling errors, the network and coverage planning of 
a cellular mobile system usually requires application of dedicated sophisticated software tools that 
make extensive use of high resolution terrain and clutter databases. 

It may be noted that significant differences exist between the planning of cellular networks that 
employ FDMA/TDMA and CDMA technologies. In the FDMA/TDMA networks, one of the major 
goals is frequency planning that is based on projected traffic forecasts (which leads to an estimate of 
cell size and its location) to position base stations and assign them frequencies so that mutual 
interference within the network is kept to a minimum. At the same time in CDMA networks, where 
co-frequency operation of neighbouring base stations is normal, the problem of interference is 
replaced with the problem of power management. This is because in a single frequency operation of 
a CDMA network a mobile station may distinguish between the different base stations and associate 
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itself with the nearest only through the estimation of power of received signals. Therefore the task 
of a CDMA network planner is to ensure that in the service area of a given cell a signal from its 
base station is dominant over the signals arriving from other cells. 

Another characteristic which ought to be addressed is the channel width of the system. First 
generation systems usually use narrow channels (25/33 kHz) with analogue FM modulation, and 
they may be modelled as non-frequency selective. Second and third generation systems employ 
digitally modulated signals in much wider channels, for which delay spread and frequency 
selectivity aspects need to be considered in the propagation studies. 

2.6 Useful references  

[2-1] Handbook on land mobile (Volume 1) – Wireless action local loop, International Telecom-
munication Union, Geneva, 1997. 

[2-2] Handbook on land mobile (Volume 2) – Principles and approaches on evolution to 
IMT-2000/FPLMTS, International Telecommunication Union, Geneva, 1997. 

[2-3] Handbook on land mobile (Volume 3) – Radio dispatch systems, International Telecommunication 
Union, Geneva, (in preparation). 

[2-4] Report ITU-R M.2014 – Spectrum efficient digital land mobile systems for dispatch traffic, 
International Telecommunication Union, Geneva. 
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CHAPTER  3 

FUNDAMENTAL  PROPAGATION  PRINCIPLES 

3.1 Propagation mechanisms 

3.1.1  Free space 

If there are no obstacles to propagation, the field strength follows the well-known inverse-square 
law, i.e. the received power varies as 1/d 

2. In logarithmic terms, the basic transmission loss between 
isotropic antennas is Lbf = 32.45 + 20 log f + 20 log d, where f is frequency in megahertz and d is 
distance in kilometres. The dependence on frequency occurs because the physical size and hence 
the capture area of the receiving  antenna decreases with increasing frequency for an antenna of a 
given design. For the hypothetical isotropic antenna that is used as the basis of this formula, the 
capture area is λ2/4π. For other antenna designs, the capture area is also proportional to λ2, but the 
multiplying constant is different. The free-space formula is sometimes used as a very conservative 
estimate for interference purposes, and also for comparison with total path loss. That is, the 
difference between the total path loss on a given path and the free-space loss is the attenuation due 
to blockage by terrain or other obstacles. 

3.1.2  Reflections 

The Fresnel reflection coefficients for reflection of a plane wave by a plane surface are: 
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for horizontal polarization, and 
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for vertical polarization, where ψ is the complement of the angle of incidence and n2 = ε – j60σλ, 
where ε and σ are respectively the permittivity and conductivity of the reflecting material. For 
grazing incidence, i.e. ψ << 1, the second term in the numerators and denominators dominate, and 
the reflection coefficient tends toward –1. This is true for both polarizations, with the result that in 
most circumstances, the difference in the effect of the ground on the two polarizations is not great. 
However, for reflections on buildings, the angle of incidence can have any value. 

If the ground is curved (convex upward) with radius of curvature a, a factor to multiply Rh or Rν 
that accounts for the defocusing of the wave is [3-1, p. 224]: 
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where d1 and d2 are the distances from the antennas to the point of reflection. If the ground is 
concave upward (a < 0), this formula accounts for a focusing effect, but such focusing is usually not 
realized in practice, because the ground does not have the precise shape required.  

If the reflecting surface is rough with a Gaussian height distribution, the coherently reflected wave 
is attenuated by the factor [3-1, p. 246]: 

  2/)(– 2
e ∆Φ=ρs  (3-4) 

where ∆Φ = 4π ∆h sin ψ/λ, where ∆h is the standard deviation of the normal distribution of heights. 
Equation (3-4) is a quantitative expression of the Rayleigh criterion for specular reflection on a 
rough surface. The derivation of this formula neglects the shadowing of one peak in the rough 
surface by the next one, and so is not valid for extremely rough surfaces.  

3.1.3  Reflection from ground  

Ground reflections are most important on water or smooth Earth. The direct and ground-reflected 
waves may interfere constructively or destructively, depending on the difference ∆r between the 
lengths of the direct and reflected paths. If the base-station antenna is located at height hb above flat 
reflecting ground, and the mobile antenna is at height hm, the difference between the lengths of the 
direct and reflected paths is ∆r = 2 hbhm/d, where d is the horizontal distance between antennas. 
This formula is valid if d >> hb and d >> hm, as is usually the case. As d increases, ∆r decreases 
from perhaps several times the wavelength λ to ∆r >> λ. Since reflection from the ground 
introduces a phase shift corresponding to approximately one-half wavelength (a reflection 
coefficient of approximately –1), destructive interference occurs for ∆r = nλ, where n is an integer. 
Constructive interference occurs where n is a half-integer. As d increases, the last of these points is 
at ∆r = λ/2, i.e. at d = 4 hbhm/λ, sometimes referred to as a breakpoint [3-2]. For greater distances, 
the field strength decays as 1/d 

4. For d >> 4 hbhm/λ, on a plane highly-reflecting Earth, the path 
loss is given by: 

  mbb hhdL log20log20log40120 −−+=  (3-5) 

Besides the fourth-power distance dependence, this equation also shows a linear dependence of 
field amplitude (20 log h) on the height of either antenna. Although this equation is derived from a 
highly idealized situation, the dependence on distance and height found in non-ideal terrain is 
roughly similar. Another manifestation of ground reflections is that in mountainous areas, 
reflections from a steep slope can illuminate a region that would otherwise be in deep shadow, for 
example along a curved valley with steep sides. 

3.1.4  Reflection from buildings 

In built-up areas, reflections from buildings are important. Unlike ground reflections, building 
reflections can occur at all angles of incidence, and it is usually not a good approximation to 
consider the surface to be perfectly reflecting. The electrical properties of the ground and of 
building materials are fairly well known. However, the construction of buildings involves different 
material mixed together or close together (e.g. reinforced concrete), or hollow materials 
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(e.g. concrete blocks) [3-3]. The surface of buildings can be rough enough to reduce specular 
reflection and to scatter waves. Since the detailed properties of building walls are usually not 
known, empirically determined effective values may be used. Results of one study [3-4] suggest 
that the effective values of relative permittivity of residential building walls range between three 
and six. Reflection among buildings tends to fill in shadows to some degree. 

3.1.5 Diffraction 

Diffraction is the mechanism by which waves of any kind propagate around obstacles. On 
obstructed paths, diffraction is usually the most important propagation mechanism.  

Fresnel zones and ellipsoids are often used to visualize diffraction at VHF and UHF. The first 
Fresnel ellipsoid is the volume for which the excess length of a line from the antennas to any point 
in the volume is less than λ/2, where λ is the wavelength. Any cross section of the first Fresnel 
ellipsoid is a first Fresnel zone. The radius R1 of a first Fresnel zone perpendicular to the line of 
sight is given by ( )21211 /λ ddddR += . A propagation path is considered obstructed if the first 
Fresnel ellipsoid is not clear. This is the conventional criterion, although it is a conservative one, 
since obstacles can penetrate to about 0.6 of the first Fresnel-zone radius without reducing the field 
strength significantly. The attenuation due to obstacles penetrating the first Fresnel ellipsoid 
depends on how much of it is blocked and on the shapes of the obstacles. The simplest example is a 
sharp transverse ridge (modelled as a knife-edge) that blocks exactly half of the first Fresnel zone. 
In that case, the field amplitude is reduced by half, with a power loss of 6 dB. An obstacle that is 
broad in the direction of propagation causes greater attenuation than a narrow obstacle. This is an 
important effect in diffraction over terrain, in which a broad rounded hill or the curvature of the 
Earth can cause an attenuation that is much greater than a narrow obstacle of the same height. These 
issues are covered in more detail, for example, in [3-5]. 

Buildings in a built-up area present something like a very rough surface to a wave propagating over 
them, but since the buildings certainly shadow each other, it is not a rough surface that can be 
represented accurately by the rough-surface reflection coefficient of equation (3.4). A single or a 
few buildings can be represented as solid shapes, but many buildings are reasonably represented as 
knife-edges. If these are of uniform height and spacing, propagation over them resembles somewhat 
propagation over ordinary terrain, with a 1/d4 dependence on distance [3-6]. 

In the land-mobile service, waves propagating over buildings must eventually find their way to 
street level. They do this by diffracting from the nearest rooftops, and reflecting from nearby 
buildings. If the buildings are arranged in rows without large gaps in the rows, the wave simply 
diffracts down from the nearest rooftop in the direction of the base station. There may also be a 
reflection back from the nearest building in the other direction. If the size and placement of 
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buildings is more complex, several diffractions and reflections may be involved. In urban areas 
where there are large buildings, the wave is channelled along streets that are oriented along the 
nominal propagation direction, and the field strength on such streets is usually higher than on 
perpendicular streets. In suburban areas where there are fewer large buildings, these channelling 
effects are less important, but absorption by trees becomes important [3-5]. 

If the base station antenna is located below the nearby roof tops, as is common in microcells, then 
the predominant propagation is along streets rather than over roof tops, although propagation over 
roof tops may make some contribution. Propagation along a street is primarily that of a wave over 
the plane earth, with 1/d2 attenuation punctuated with interference fades as far as a break point, and 
1/d4 attenuation at greater distances. The wave in perpendicular streets is much weaker, but some 
energy is diffracted into these streets by the corners of buildings. 

3.1.6  Refraction 

Refractive effects become important only on paths of a few tens of kilometres or more. Therefore, 
in the land-mobile service, refractive effects are primarily important in estimating interference and 
frequency reuse rather than in coverage calculations. The usual way of allowing for standard 
atmospheric refraction is to assume that the radius of the Earth is larger than its real value by a 
factor k = 4/3. This allows for the refractive bending of radio waves toward the Earth. When the 
Earth’s radius is increased by this factor, rays bent due to refraction become straight lines, and 
calculations can proceed as if there were no atmosphere. A simple way of allowing for the 
possibility of enhanced signal strength due to non-standard atmospheric conditions is to change the 
value of k, increasing it to simulate the greater refraction and greater signal strengths to be expected 
for small percentages of time. However, for very small percentages of time, it is better [3-7] to use 
statistical empirical methods [3-8] to estimate the increased signal strength. 

3.2 Shadowing and rapid fading 

3.2.1 Shadowing 

The field-strength attenuation in the shadow of large obstacles (hills, mountains) can be estimated 
deterministically. Below some size, which might be tens or hundreds of metres, and which depends 
on the resolution of the terrain data and the method used, this cannot be done. The shadowing due to 
objects smaller than the terrain-data resolution (small terrain features, individual trees and 
buildings) must be treated statistically. Field-strength values in the shadows of many small 
obstacles follow a log-normal distribution, once the rapid fading due to multipath propagation has 
been filtered out. The median of the distribution can be estimated by deterministic methods, while 
the standard deviation must ordinarily be obtained by large numbers of measurements made in 
typical situations. Standard deviation values range between 3 and 10 dB [3-5, p. 151]. They tend to 
increase with frequency, and with the local irregularity of the clutter and terrain. Formulae for 
estimating the standard deviation are given in [3-9]. 
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3.2.2 Rapid fading 

Multipath propagation leads to fading on the scale of a few wavelengths on narrow-band channels, 
and leads to time dispersion of pulses on wideband signals. These effects can be produced by waves 
reflected from steep mountainsides, but more often are due to scattering and reflections from 
buildings and other clutter. Waves arrive at the receiver from different directions, creating an 
interference pattern that can give rise to rapid fading as a mobile receiver moves through the 
pattern. The distance ∆r between successive fades is given by ∆r = λ/[2 sin(θ/2)], where θ is the 
angle between the propagation directions of the two waves, i.e. varying from one-half wavelength 
upward. The half-wave spacing results from interference between two oppositely directed waves. If 
there are many waves of comparable amplitudes coming from all directions, the received amplitude 
follows a Rayleigh probability distribution. If there is also a single wave (usually the direct wave) 
with amplitude much greater than that of all the others, the received amplitude follows a Rician 
distribution. The effects of multipath fading can be mitigated by increasing the transmitted power or 
by various diversity schemes, or in the case of digital transmission by coding and error correction. 

If digital information is to be sent at a high data rate, then the delay spread of a transmitted pulse is 
of concern. The effect is similar to speaking in a room with a long reverberation time. After 
speaking each word or syllable, the speaker must wait until the echoes die down before speaking the 
next one, if the message is to be understood. The radio analogue of the reverberation time is the 
delay spread, which is a measure of the time during which strong echoes are received. If the delay 
spread is T, then information bits can be sent no faster than some rate of order 1/T. This rate cannot 
be increased by increasing the power, since the power in the echoes also increases. If there is no 
diversity or coding to correct for the fading, the maximum rate is 1/8T [3-10, p. 340]. For a fuller 
description of this issue, see Section 9.1 of this Handbook. 

A number of measurements of delay spreads have been made. Reference [3-10, p. 42] suggests 
mean delay spreads of 1.3 µs in urban areas and 0.5 µs in suburban areas. The larger buildings in an 
urban area are more likely to reflect signals strongly from a distance of a few hundred metres, 
translating to delays of more than a microsecond to a maximum of about 7 µs, but smaller values 
(< 1 µs) are observed when the base-station antenna is low, at street-lamp level [3-11]. Much longer 
delay times can sometimes be found, typically at low amplitude. For example, delays in a mountain 
valley of up to 30-40 µs have been measured [3-12]. 

3.3 The statistics of location variability 

If the direct line of sight between the two antennas is blocked, and if the signal arrives by way of 
many reflections of comparable strength, the received power follows a Rayleigh distribution. The 
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probability density of the instantaneous signal power being r2/2 (i.e., r is proportional to signal 
amplitude, not in decibels) when the mean power is a2, is given by the following function [3-5]: 
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This function is not symmetrical about its peak at r = a. As a consequence, the mean, median, and 
root-mean-square are not equal. The median, for example, can be obtained by integrating to obtain 
the cumulative probability function, and setting that probability to 0.5, to arrive at a median of 

.1774.12ln aa ≈  The formal standard deviation of the Rayleigh distribution is 5.57 dB, but a more 
appropriate value to use when combining with log-normal distributions is σr = 7.5 dB [3-13].  

If the direct wave, or possibly a strong reflection, is substantially stronger than the other waves, the 
more general Nakagami-Rice distribution can be used. In this distribution, there is an added free 
parameter, namely the ratio K of the received power of the direct wave to the mean power of the 
remaining Rayleigh-distributed wave. This parameter can vary from zero to infinity, depending on 
whether the signal is pure Rayleigh or pure direct wave. The probability density function is [3-5]: 
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where 2/2
sr  is the power of the strong steady signal. The function I0 is the modified Bessel function 

of the first kind of zero order. The ratio K can be introduced into this equation by substituting 
)102/( 10/22 K

sra ⋅= . 

In built-up areas, the distribution is considered to be Rayleigh (or Rice) over a small distance of say 
20 m, but the small-distance median value of the signal varies over larger distances because of 
shadowing by various objects, and is random and log-normal up to perhaps 100 or 200 m. The 
log-normal distribution is: 
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where x is the signal level in decibels, and σ is the standard deviation (also in decibels) of these 
levels. Over this larger distance, a combined Rayleigh-log-normal distribution might be used to 
represent the instantaneous signal, but a simpler alternative [3-13] is to combine standard deviations 
as if they were both log-normal, and to include other log-normal distributions as well. In this 
scheme, the overall standard deviation is combined as: 

  ...2
2

2
1 +σ+σ=σtotal  (3-9) 

where the various contributing standard deviations may be, as appropriate, those due to shadowing, 
prediction error, Rayleigh fading, and any other losses that it might be convenient to consider 
separately, such as vegetation or vehicles [3-13]. If the objective is to estimate the reliability of 
predicted coverage, the standard deviation of prediction error should be included. A combined 
distribution that includes prediction error provides an estimate of coverage over an ensemble of 
similar areas.  
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A still simpler alternative for dealing with Raleigh fading [3-14] is to use a log-normal distribution 
by itself for the median signal and to add a margin of 6 to 10 dB to allow for Rayleigh fading. Since 
the effect of Rayleigh fading depends on the communications system, it is not always appropriate to 
include it. Details on various distributions are given in [3-15]. 
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CHAPTER  4 

MODELLING  TECHNIQUES  FOR  PROPAGATION  PREDICTION 

 

Chapter 4 describes several techniques and actual models that are used to predict propagation of 
radiowaves. The first section (4.1) addresses the use of generalized empirical “point-to-area” 
models, sometimes also correctly referred to as “site-general” models. These models require only 
general information about the area (such as terrain roughness) in which the radiowaves propagate 
and do not consider characteristics of specific propagation paths. The method to extend the scope of 
application of empirical model by means of tuning (optimal parameter selection) is also presented. 

Section 4.2 describes the use of terrain specific empirical models, which are also known as “point-
to-point” or “site-specific” models. These models differ from the generalized models described in 
the first section in that they use detailed information about the particular propagation path involved. 
This information may be either a simple 2-dimensional path profile or very detailed terrain and 
ground cover (buildings, vegetation, etc.) database. If the path data are sufficiently accurate, the 
more exact point-to-point methods will usually produce more accurate results than the less accurate 
point-to-area methods, at the penalty of greatly increased computation time and complexity. It 
should be noted, however, that greater accuracy is not always necessary in the land mobile services, 
where typically the received signals suffer from significant fading fluctuations. 

Section 4.3 gives a brief overview of various ray tracing techniques and other more rigorous 
techniques, that attempt to predict the field strength in a nearly deterministic manner by means of 
accounting all possible paths that radiowaves travel in a multipath mobile environment. Such 
techniques are suitable for the conditions usually met when transmitting antennas are installed 
below rooftop levels in cities or within buildings, when the number of ray paths to be considered is 
reduced by natural surrounding obstacles. 

Section 4.4 describes diffraction modelling, which allows calculation of a loss in signal strength 
when radiowaves travel around obstacles. These obstacles are often approximated as simple knife-
edges, cylinders or spheres. 

Finally, Section 4.5 presents some useful guidance to potential users as to how to select the model 
which would be most appropriate in commonly encountered engineering practices, such as network 
planning, interference assessments, frequency assignment or re-use. Also, guidance is given on 
model selection to evaluate measurement campaigns for assessment of system performance. 

4.1 Generalized point-to-area models 

Generalized empirical models, such as those described in Recommendation ITU-R P.1546 [4-1], 
which has superseded Recommendations ITU-R P.370 [4-2] and ITU-R P.529 [4-3], provide 
engineers with very convenient tools for field strength prediction in the coverage areas of radio 
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stations. In their basic form, such models do not involve sophisticated calculations and do not 
require detailed knowledge about particular propagation paths, therefore they may be used without 
high-resolution terrain databases or advanced computational facilities. 

The essence of most of the empirical propagation prediction models may be represented by a basic 
expression: 

  ,...),,,()log(γ MSBSBSR hhfPKRE +⋅−=  (4-1) 

Equation (4-1) means that the received field strength ER is presented in empirical models as a 
logarithmic function of distance R with slope parameter γ, plus an offset parameter K, which in 
itself is a function of some initial network design parameters: power of transmitter (PBS), operating 
frequency ( f ), heights of antennae at base and mobile stations (hBS and hMS), etc. The differences 
between various empirical models arise mostly in establishing and treating those empirical 
parameters γ and K. 

Recommendation ITU-R P.1546 [4-1] provides electric field strengths in dB(µV/m), referenced to 
1 kW e.r.p., as functions of path distance ranging from 1 to 1 000 km, in both graphical (i.e., curves) 
and tabular (i.e., fixed precision numeric values) formats. The graphical results are presented at 
three discrete frequencies: 100, 600 and 2 000 MHz. Furthermore, the graphical and tabular 
presentations include eight transmitter/base antenna heights above the surrounding clutter, ranging 
from 10 to 1 200 m, for three different time percentages (50%, 10% and 1%) and for land, warm sea 
and cold sea paths, all for 50% of locations. Values of the maximum expected field strengths, as 
functions of distance, frequency, time percentage and path type, are also provided.  

For general planning not requiring high predictive accuracy, Recommendation ITU-R P.1546 
provides graphical curves of field strength for the frequency ranges 30-300 MHz, 300-1 000 MHz 
and 1 000-3 000 MHz, respectively. However, for users requiring increased predictive accuracy, 
Recommendation ITU-R P.1546 contains a step-by-step procedure for the proper sequential 
application of interpolation and/or extrapolation in distance, frequency, antenna height and time 
percentage, and also including location percentages other than 50% and the recommended nexus for 
the calculation of the associated basic transmission loss. A method for mixed-path (i.e., a combined 
land-sea path) field strength computation is also given within the context of the step-by-step 
procedure. Details of the various antenna height corrections, the interpolations, the extrapolations, 
the mixed-path field strength computation and the basic transmission loss are also provided in 
Recommendation ITU-R P.1546.  

Some empirical models are presented graphically as a set of curves statistically derived from large 
sets of measurements. Recommendation ITU-R P.1546 [4-1] is the ITU-R recommended model for 
terrestrial mobile propagation at VHF/UHF and has been developed from the Recommendation 
ITU-R P.370 [4-2] model and the Okumura model [4-4].  

4.1.1 Okumura and Hata models 

The Okumura model is commonly used in planning of the land mobile services. It is the culmi-
nation of a careful analysis of a large set of signal strength measurement data gathered in a wide 
variety of terrain and vegetation and urban clutter environments at several different frequencies in 
the VHF and UHF bands. The model includes signal strength prediction graphs for bands centred at 
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150, 450, 900, and 1 500 MHz, based on propagation conditions found to be typical of areas in and 
around Tokyo, Japan during the early 1960s. Values are provided for several environments, such as 
dense urban, suburban and open. Additional corrections to the basic Okumura curves are provided 
for different types of terrain, degrees of terrain ruggedness, slope of the land, over land vs. over-
water paths and so on, to such an extent that practical computer implementation of the model 
becomes difficult. 

Hata later published a set of equations [4-5] based on a greatly simplified version of the Okumura 
model. The Hata model (referred to as the Okumura-Hata model) provides mathematical formulae 
that approximate the original Okumura curves. It also introduces limitations on the acceptable 
frequency range (100 to 1 500 MHz), distance from the transmitter site (1-20 km) and transmitter 
antenna heights (30-200 m above the surrounding terrain). The distance limitation, in particular, 
reduces the Hata equations’ applicability to the design of terrestrial land mobile systems other than 
cellular systems. The height limitation also reduces the applicability of this model for the mountain 
top sites. 

The Okumura-Hata and other generalized empirical models provide reasonably accurate predictions 
of coverage in land-mobile radio systems, when they are applied in an environment similar to that 
where the model was originally developed. The scope of application of general empirical models 
may be further extended by the means of fine tuning of the model to some specific environmental 
conditions. This technique is described in detail in the following section. Because the Okumura and 
Okumura-Hata models are “point-to-area” prediction models, they should not be used for point-to-
point predictions. Other models, such as Longley-Rice (see Section 4.2), are better suited to the task 
of predicting radio system performance for specific paths. 

The Okumura-Hata model does have the advantage of simplicity – the ability to predict system 
performance based on a very limited set of input data. Its simple, straightforward formulation lends 
itself to easy application on small computers or spreadsheets. The model’s principal determinants of 
signal strength are the frequency, the effective radiated power, the transmit and receiver antenna 
heights, and the path length. It has become the “default” model for many types of planning tools.  

Recommendation ITU-R P.529 [4-3] extended the applicability of the Hata equations to Okumura’s 
original 100 km distance. It also included VHF propagation curves adapted to land mobile 
applications based on the methods described in Recommendation ITU-R P.370. This has now 
evolved into Recommendation ITU-R P.1546 which has extended the frequency, antenna height and 
distance ranges. 

Possibly the most important advance contained in the original Okumura model [4-4] is the 
quantification of the effects of different types of urban and vegetation clutter. The differences 
between urban area and open area paths can be impressive. For example, at 200 MHz, the increase 
in signal strength for an open area path as compared with an urban area path is of the order of 
20 dB. The model also attempts to account for the difference in signal attenuation as a function of 
the downward angle from source into the surface clutter.  

One thing that can be lost by using a “simple” model is accuracy. A fundamental assumption of the 
Okumura-Hata model is that the transmitting antenna has an “effective height” above the 
surrounding terrain. The model also assumes a flat or smooth Earth between the terrain at the 
transmitter and the receiver. The model’s Rolling Hilly Factor attempts to account for terrain 
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undulation in a statistical manner, but it should not be applied in a point-to-point situation. 
Okumura’s Isolated Ridge factor can provide reasonably accurate results, provided that the path 
geometry closely matches the model’s assumptions. However, this last assumption excludes most 
practical paths. More recent attempts [4-8] have been made to apply more conventional diffraction 
loss models to Okumura’s curves with limited success. 

As has been discussed, Okumura developed the model specifically to include the effects of surface 
clutter. The Hata version of the model follows suit by incorporating Recommendations (see 
Recommendation ITU-R P.529-3 [4-3]) regarding excess path losses which can be used in planning 
of systems. 

In summary, the Okumura-Hata model is a widely used planning tool for land mobile radio systems. 
But careful consideration should be given to the differences that may exist between the situations 
and environments considered by the model’s authors and those that exist for any particular system 
design case. The approach shown in the following sections describes a way of overcoming some of 
the problems in the application of empirical models. 

However, there might be cases when application of empirical models is not appropriate in principle, 
e.g. in mountainous areas or other areas with highly irregular terrain. 

4.1.2 Testing and tuning of generalized empirical point-to-area models 

4.1.2.1 Necessity for tuning of empirical models 

As the name implies, empirical models are developed from the results of practical field 
measurements and therefore become adjusted to the environment in which these original 
measurements were made. If then such models are applied blindly in environmental conditions 
notably differing from those of the original, the prediction errors may increase significantly. For 
example, the precision of a properly tuned empirical model in predicting median field strength may 
be expected to be in the order of ±5 dB. Such precision is adequate for many practical cases, 
especially when dealing with the land mobile services where it is comparable with normal signal 
variations due to fading and shadowing. If the same general model were applied blindly in the 
unspecified environment, its precision may sometimes drop down to some ±(15…20) dB, which is 
clearly not acceptable. 

Therefore, the practical value and scope of application of general empirical models may be 
significantly increased by means of their testing and adapting to particular propagation conditions 
or to conditions in specific country or region. The following section describes how this testing may 
be performed in its simplest form and how the necessary changes may be introduced into a selected 
empirical model such as the Okumura-Hata model from Recommendation ITU-R P.529 [4-3]. 

4.1.2.2 Minimum set up for model testing 

Before applying a general empirical model in the particular region of “unknown” properties, it is a 
good practice to test the performance of a selected model or to compare performances of several 
models. The testing is described below. It can make use of existing radio stations (e.g. base stations 
of land mobile systems: cellular, paging, etc.) as reference transmitters. On the measurement side, it 
is possible to use widely available calibrated handheld RF field monitors or, in restrictive 
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circumstances, even subscriber units of those land mobile systems-under-test with field monitoring 
functions. These arrangements mean that such measurements may be done fairly quickly and with 
very limited human and financial resources. For more formal and detailed description of the field 
measurements please refer to the ITU Spectrum Monitoring Handbook [4-16]. 

Although the more measurements the better the result, for a rough testing of the empirical model it 
may be sufficient to carry out static measurements in coverage areas of at least two or three existing 
radio transmitters. However it is important to ensure that these coverage areas are selected for 
testing so that they represent the most typical propagation conditions of that region 
(urban/suburban, vegetation density, irregularity of terrain, etc.). In each of the selected coverage 
areas it is advisable to take field measurements within at least 15-20 different distances from 
transmitter. For each of these distances the measurement sample should include at least 
5-10 measurements, preferably taken at different directions from the transmitter, to ensure proper 
evaluation of the median field strength. If tested transmitters employ directional antennas, then care 
should be taken that the measurement points should all be within the main beam of the transmitter 
antenna. The antenna of the test receiver should be placed at an appropriate height, that is 1.5-2 m 
for the land mobile services. 

It is most convenient to perform such measurements along the available radial route (such as a road) 
within the coverage area and at the points with certain given distances between them, say 
each 1 km. One of the possible setups for clustering such measurement points is shown in Fig. 4.1. 
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FIGURE 4.1

Example of clustering measurement points along the radial route from reference transmitter

 

At each of the measurement points the median field strength should be recorded against the distance 
from the transmitter. Since the number of measurements is very limited in this case, they may be 
carried out without automation but with manual recording of measured field strength. The distances 
from the transmitter may be determined by any available means: a GPS receiver with differential 
distance measurement capabilities, the odometer of a car on a strictly radial route, or a map of a 
suitable scale. 

As a result of such measurements, a set of measured field strength values for given distances will be 
obtained. These measurements may be then compared with the results of modelling, taking care to 
adjust model parameters (antenna height, radiated power, etc.) for each of the measurement routes, 
because they may differ, e.g. antenna gain and hence radiated power may be different in different 
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directions. If the model will be used in different frequency bands, then it is also advisable to 
perform testing in all those frequency bands concerned. Fig. 4.2 shows an example of comparing 
measurement and modelling results. 
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FIGURE 4.2

Examples of comparing measurement results with several empirical models,
averaged field strength dB(µµµµV/m) vs. distance from transmitting station, km

 

It is advisable to compare measurements with results obtained using several models, as shown in 
Fig. 4.2, where models from Recommendation ITU-R P.370 [4-2], Lee [4-7] and Okumura-Hata 
[4-3] were used. Then even subjective analyses of such comparisons can be used to decide which of 
the tested models performs best and whether it performs well enough. 

For example, for that particular region where examples in Fig. 4.2 were derived, one may conclude 
that Okumura-Hata model is the best and sufficient model for modelling field strength in the 
160 MHz VHF band in urban/suburban conditions. However, from the same example it may be 
seen that the Okumura-Hata model should be corrected before applying it for the propagation 
prediction in the 450 MHz band in rural areas. 

However, it is dangerous to make such conclusions based on measurements at only one frequency 
band/coverage area. At least two or three coverage areas (transmitters) should be examined in each 
of the frequency bands and conclusions may be drawn only when they are similarly confirmed in all 
cases. 

Performance of the models may be more formally evaluated and models may be compared among 
themselves by means of applying statistical analysis and measures, such as the least squares 
criterion. According to this criterion, a model best fitting some experimentally obtained results 
would give a minimum in the following expression [4-14]: 
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where: 

 iy′ : experimental result for the point xi 

 n : number of measurements in a set 

 ϕ(xi, a,b,c,…) : model result for point xi and transmitter parameters a,b,c,… 
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It is then clear, that by substituting the ϕ(xi,a,b,c,…) with various tested models in turn and 
computing results of equation (4-2) for these models for all sets of experimental measurements, one 
can evaluate the unbiased performance of each of the tested models in all cases. By combining all of 
these comparisons, the most suitable model may be selected as that providing the best fit with 
experimental results. 

4.1.2.3 Model tuning 

When testing shows that the precision of the selected empirical model is not sufficient, the model 
requires tuning. This may be done through a fine adjustment of the empirical parameters of the 
model. In preparing the selected model for tuning, its formula should be transformed to the basic 
form (4-1), so that the two basic empirical parameters: slope γ and initial offset K appear. The 
process of tuning the model is then a matter of modification of those two parameters. 

The practical example below shows how the process may be applied to the Okumura-Hata model 
given in Recommendation ITU-R P.529 [4-3]. The Okumura-Hata model in this Recommendation 
provides the following expression for received field strength ER dB(µV/m): 

 b
BSMSBSBSR RhhahfPE ))(loglog55.69.44()(log82.13log16.682.39 −−++−+=  (4-3) 

where: 
 PBS : radiated power of the transmitter (dBW) 
 f : operating frequency (MHz) 
 hBS : effective height of the transmitter antenna (m) above average terrain within 

3-15 km 
 hMS : height of receiver antenna (m) 

 a(hMS) = (1.1 * log f – 0.7) * hMS – (1.56 * log f – 0.8)   
 R : distance from the transmitter (km) 

 b = 1 for R ≤ 20 km 

 b = 1 + (0.14 + 1.87 * 10–4 * f + 1.07 * 10–3 * hBS) * (log(R/20))0.8 for 20 ≤ R ≤ 100 km 

From equation (4-3) it may be seen that the offset parameter is expressed in the Okumura-Hata 
model as: 

  )(log82.13log16.682.39 MSBSBS hahfPK ++−+=  (4-4) 

The necessary tuning may be introduced into the offset parameter (4-4) by adjusting the initially 
constant parameter E0 = 39.82 dB(µV/m). 

At the same time, the overall slope parameter in the Okumura-Hata model (4-3) may be represented 
as follows: 

  )log55.69.44(γγ BSSYS h−⋅−=  (4-5) 

Equation (4-5) introduces the initial slope parameter γ, which initially equals one and which may be 
adjusted. 

Thus the correction of the Okumura-Hata model (4-3) may be achieved by tuning of parameters E0 
and γ of the model. The most appropriate tool for such tuning may be the statistical method of least 
squares. 
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It may be shown [4-15] that using this method the following solution may be obtained for statistical 
estimates of parameters K and γSYS: 
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Equation (4-6) allows for very simple and formal calculation of parameters E0 and γ of the 
Okumura-Hata model (4-3) from a given set of static experimental measurements {(xi = log Ri; 
yi)}i = 1…n. 

This means, that the particular offset and slope parameters in the original Okumura-Hata model 
may be calculated from equations (4-6), (4-4) and (4-5): 
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For example, analysis performed using equations (4-6) and (4-7) with the measurement sets 
obtained during a measurement campaign in Lithuania [4-15], gave a number of E0 and γ values for 
various coverage areas and different frequency bands for that particular Eastern European region. 
By grouping those results according to their urban or rural origin and frequency band, the resulting 
average values for the empirical model parameters were derived (see Table 4.1).  

TABLE  4.1 

Example of calculated modified empirical parameters of the Okumura-Hata  
model (4-3) for various area types and various frequency bands 

 

The values in Table 4.1 allow accurate prediction of the field strength using the Okumura-Hata 
model in that region with the accordingly modified empirical parameters. This example 
demonstrates how the practical calculation of modified model parameters may be summarized into 
a single reference table, convenient for further use. 

 160 MHz 450 MHz 900 MHz 
 Urban Rural Urban Rural Urban Rural 

E0 40 40 40 50 35 60 
γ 1.25 1.20 1.30 1.20 1.00 1.25 
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4.2 Methods using terrain and ground cover information 

One of the most widely used propagation prediction models that take account of the terrain 
irregularity is the Longley-Rice model [4-10]. It takes its origins in the electromagnetic theory and 
signal loss variability expressions derived from extensive sets of measurements as given by 
‘National Bureau of Standards Technical Note 101’ [4-9] (“Tech Note 101”). Tech Note 101 
develops an extensive compilation of mathematical formulae that can be applied to the task of 
predicting the performance of radiocommunications systems over a wide range of terrain and 
climatic conditions, but the manual application of those formulae is onerous, if not impossible, even 
for a single point-to-point propagation path. 

However, two of the authors of Tech Note 101 developed a computer program, the Irregular Terrain 
Model (ITM) [4-10], which became popularly known as the “Longley-Rice Model”. This computer 
model applies versions of the computational procedures developed in Tech Note 101, and is useful 
in the frequency range of 20 MHz to 20 GHz, in areas with varied terrain and climatic conditions, 
over a distance range from one to 2 000 km.  

The ITM computer model actually consists of two different modules (or algorithms) which are to be 
used under different circumstances. The first of these is the “area prediction” model [4-11], which is 
meant to be used when only moderate information about the propagation paths is known. It is 
particularly useful in mobile and broadcast situations, in the design of generalized systems, and in 
discussing general problems of interference between types of systems. It is less accurate at short 
ranges, particularly when high antennas are involved, for it will predict lower signal levels (higher 
losses) than would typically be measured. For medium and long ranges it should give good results. 
The area prediction will ask for a terrain roughness factor (∆H), surface refractivity (Ns), and 
average terrain heights depending upon the options chosen.  

The second module in the ITM program is the “point-to-point prediction” model, which is designed 
to be used on a fixed path where certain gross features of the intervening terrain profile are known. 
This model is particularly good for evaluation of specific communication links and for solving 
special interference problems. It is not at all valid on the standard microwave line-of-sight links and 
should generally not be used for that situation. (The treatment of such links is normally quite 
different from the ITM approach. Median signal levels are usually at or near free space values, and 
variability around the median follows a different set of laws.) 

While the Longley-Rice Model Version 1.2.2 does include an area prediction mode, the model is 
most often used in repetitive point-to-point predictions where a terrain database is available. Only 
the use of the model in its point-to-point mode will be discussed here. 

In operation, the model examines the geometry of a radio path along a given profile of terrain data 
to determine several important parameters; the most important of which are the distances to the 
radio horizons from the path end-points and the total path length. Based on these data, a 
determination is made as to whether the path is line-of-sight (i.e. the end points are mutually 
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visible) or obstructed. If the path length is greater than the sum of the transmitter and receiver 
horizon distances, then a combination of knife-edge theory and smooth-Earth diffraction loss is 
used. Finally, for distances well beyond the “smooth Earth” radio horizon, scatter theory is applied. 

Certain facets of the 1.2.2 Version of the Longley-Rice model are approximate. For example, even 
though it is assumed that a complete and accurate terrain profile is at hand for the path under 
consideration, the model does not determine a ground-reflection point through direct examination of 
the path. Rather, it performs a least-squares fit to the terrain data in the central 80% of the path and 
assumes a spectral reflection from that theoretical surface. Also, there are additional restrictions on 
the range of applicability for formulae used in the model. Additionally, there can be certain 
discontinuities in predicted path loss when the model switches between algorithms, particularly 
from the line-of-sight mode to the obstructed-path mode. Practical implementations of the model 
must allow for these conditions to occur and be addressed properly. 

Also the model fails to explicitly address the effects of vegetation and buildings. It would appear 
that the model does make some allowance for such “clutter”, but only to the extent that the data, 
against which the model’s performance was confirmed, were themselves influenced by clutter. This 
issue was addressed in a paper [4-12] that developed empirical graphs to show the differences 
between Longley-Rice Model predictions and signal strength data gathered by Okumura, et al. 
[4-4]. The paper presents specific recommendations for additional modules that could be written to 
adjust the results of the Longley-Rice Model for different clutter environments. However, it does 
not directly compare Longley-Rice predictions with observed signal strength data. Rather, the 
comparisons were made against a graphical presentation of an area prediction model (the “Okumura 
Model”) [4-4]. The Okumura model, in turn had been adjusted to portray the observed effects of 
vegetation and building clutter of a specific geographic region (the Tokyo urban area) and 
conditions far removed from those that exist elsewhere. Therefore the restrictions on the Okumura 
model carry over to this case as well. In sum, the point-to-point predictions of one model were 
compared with the predictions of another model whose purpose is to provide general estimates of 
signal performance over an area. A comprehensive discussion of the Longley-Rice model, as 
compared with one other known terrain based model TIREM, was published in Volume 37 of the 
IEEE Transactions on Vehicular Technology (February 1988) [4-13]. Discussion of some other 
path-specific propagation prediction methods may be found in [4-29] and [4-30]. 

To summarize, the Longley-Rice model is a widely recognized radiowave propagation prediction 
model that is available in the public domain. The above remarks are intended only to identify 
specific aspects of the model’s performance that could and should be improved. 

Currently the ITM model descriptions, algorithms, FORTRAN source codes and samples are 
available for access from the U.S. Administration at http://elbert.its.bldrdoc.gov/itm.html. The 
models require terrain elevation databases to extract terrain path profiles. One source of a 
worldwide terrain data base (GLOBE) is publicly available from the U.S. Administration at 
http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/seg/topo/globe.shtml and the files needed to extract the terrain data are 
available from http://elbert.its.bldrdoc.gov/globe.html. 

http://elbert.its.bldrdoc.gov/itm.html
http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/seg/topo/globe.shtml
http://elbert.its.bldrdoc.gov/globe.html
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4.3 Ray tracing, GTD-UTD, parabolic and integral equation methods 

The following material discusses Ray tracing, the geometric and uniform geometric theories of 
diffraction, and the parabolic and integral equation methods. For more practical information on 
these topics, see Recommendation ITU-R P.526 as well as Parsons [4-35] and Cátedra [4-36]. 

4.3.1 Ray tracing and geometric theory of diffraction (GTD) – uniform theory of diffraction 
(UTD) methods 

These methods are applicable to electromagnetic propagation and scattering problems which can be 
said to be high-frequency. In this context, high-frequency means that the properties of the 
background medium and the scatterers’ characteristic dimensions vary negligibly over intervals of 
the order of a wavelength of the electromagnetic wave. It is also typical that these methods are 
applied to problems where the background medium’s material properties are isotropic, 
homogeneous and lossless, although these restrictions are not required by the theory. With these 
restrictions, however, it is possible to characterize the propagation of electromagnetic waves excited 
by certain sources as ray-like, i.e. in straight lines, from the source to an observation point. 
Furthermore, on each ray, the electromagnetic wave’s propagation vector, electric field vector and 
magnetic field vector are mutually orthogonal. The direction of the propagation vector is parallel to 
the straight line from the source point to the observation point and the surfaces of constant 
amplitude and phase for the fields lie in planes orthogonal to this direction. The electromagnetic 
wave can thus be said to be locally planar, thereby allowing simplifications, akin to geometric 
optics, in the treatment of the problem. 

In ray tracing’s simplest form, as the name implies, one simplifies the electromagnetic problem to 
that of the geometric accessibility of rays emanating from the source point to (arbitrary) observation 
points. It follows that the problem then reduces to the locations of shadow boundaries. Shadow 
boundaries are the loci of points separating regions of space where rays from the source to an 
observation point are accessible and those regions where the rays are not (i.e. inaccessible). This 
particular instance of a shadow boundary is usually referred to as an incident shadow boundary. It is 
also possible for rays, incident from the source, to undergo one or more specular reflections from 
the surfaces of scatterers, when these are present. The loci of points separating regions of space 
where these rays are accessible from those regions of space where these rays are not referred to as 
reflection shadow boundaries. Observation points located in regions of space where only direct rays 
from the source to the observation point are accessible (i.e. lit regions) have a field strength 
calculable from the amplitude and phase of the source excitation and, where appropriate, the 
distance between the source and observation point. Observation points located in regions of space 
where specularly reflected rays are also present (accessible) have field strengths which are the sum 
of the direct wave and a reflected wave, suitably spread or focused, if the radius of curvature of the 
reflecting surface is finite. Observation points located in regions of space accessible to neither direct 
nor reflected rays have zero field strength. 

The problem with all this, apart from the assumptions that the scatterers are all quite opaque and 
very large electrically, is that it neglects diffraction. This neglect is addressed by the geometric 
theory of diffraction (GTD) and its extension, the uniform (Geometric) theory of diffraction (UTD). 
GTD postulates that diffracted rays exist. These diffracted rays are produced when rays illuminate 
the edges, corners and vertices of scatterers that give rise to the shadow boundaries discussed 
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above. Scalar diffraction coefficients have been derived by asymptotic expansion of Sommerfeld’s 
exact solution for wedge diffraction. However, these diffraction coefficients have the unhappy 
property of becoming singular on the incident and reflection shadow boundaries, which can contain 
observation points of interest. In order to remedy this shortcoming, UTD was developed. In UTD, 
the GTD scalar diffraction coefficients are multiplied by a transition function. The transition 
function vanishes at the same rate that the diffraction coefficient becomes unbounded at the shadow 
boundary. The product is bounded and uniform across the shadow boundary, allowing reliable 
computation of the diffracted field everywhere in space, when the other assumptions are valid. 
Recommendation ITU-R P.526 gives an example of UTD applied to a finitely conducting wedge 
obstacle. There have been numerous extensions to UTD. 

4.3.2 Parabolic equation (PE) methods 

The parabolic equation (PE) is an approximation of Maxwell’s equations, the derivation of which is 
based on the notions that backscattered waves may be neglected, that vertical angles are always 
small and that variation in the coordinate transverse to the vertical plane containing the propagation 
direction can be taken care of by other means. One can then describe a functional variation of the 
field as: 

  ikxe)zx,(u ⋅=Φ  (4-8) 

where u(x,z) is slowly varying in x. Given these assumptions, it can be shown that, applying the 
two-dimensional Helmholtz equation that Φ must satisfy and upon neglect of the second derivatives 
of u with respect to x (the principal direction of propagation), one obtains a parabolic differential 
equation for u. Solutions are obtained by applying appropriate boundary conditions at the source 
point and the upper and lower boundaries in z. One consequence of the neglect of the backscattered 
wave in the PE is, once the fields are known along a vertical plane at a given x location, the fields at 
all greater x locations are determined. 

Solutions to the PE are generally obtained numerically for propagation problems involving actual 
terrain and/or variability of the refractive index lapse rate in x and/or z. Examples of the numerical 
solutions are implicit finite difference methods and split step spatial fast Fourier transform 
approximation methods. Because of the numerical approximations used to solve the PE, there are 
Nyquist-like criteria related to spatial discretization and the wavelength of the electromagnetic wave 
propagation being modelled, and these relate to numerical stability and accuracy considerations. 
Consequently, PE solutions are far more computationally intensive than GTD or UTD solutions. 

4.3.3 Integral equation (IE) methods 

Closely related to the parabolic equation method, the integral equation (IE) method starts from 
Green’s theorem equating the volume and surface integrals of functions continuous throughout the 
volume, along with their Laplacian and normal derivative operators. After some manipulation, the 
volume integral reduces to the 4π times the free space field, that being the contribution to the field 
in the absence of the Earth, while the surface integral has three contributions: an integral over the 
surface of the Earth, an integral over an infinitesimal hemispherical surface surrounding the 
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singularity of the Green’s function and a surface closing above the Earth at infinity. The integral 
over the infinitesimal closed surface yields 2π times the scalar function we seek. The integral over 
the surface at infinity vanishes. Finally, by appeal to the method of stationary phases, the 
contributions in the direction transverse to the propagation path are integrated out leaving only a 
line integral to evaluate. The method can be shown to give good results for the analytically 
accessible cases of a flat and smooth spherical Earth. 

Solutions to the IE are found numerically. The integral equation is in the form of a linear Volterra 
integral equation of the second kind, using a method attributed to Wagner [4-34]. Practically 
speaking, it is calculated only for frequencies less that a few tens of MHz, due to the complications 
of solving the IE. 

4.4 Diffraction modelling 

4.4.1 Summary of earlier methods, spherical Earth, knife-edge, and cylinder models 

Diffraction occurs when the direct path between the two terminals is blocked by one or more 
opaque obstacles. In such a situation, although the field-strength at the receiving terminal will be 
lower than it would be in the absence of the obstacles, some signal will still be received by means of 
the process of diffraction. In addition, obstacles that approach the line of sight but do not actually 
block it may still have a significant effect upon the received field strength. 

Generally the obstacles to be considered will be land terrain features or the surface of the sea. 
Terrain features will often be quite irregular in shape. Thus, traditionally they have been 
approximated to various stylised shapes in order to make practical calculations of the expected loss 
due to diffraction. Such shapes include knife-edges, wedges, cylinders and spheres. 

4.4.1.1  Knife-edge diffraction modelling 

The simplest shape used for modelling terrain is the simple knife-edge. With this approach the 
terrain is approximated to a series of such edges. The method of Fresnel can then be conveniently 
used to calculate the diffraction loss of such a knife-edge. This involves constructing an imaginary 
surface known as a Huygens surface above the edge as shown in Fig. 4.3. Huygens’ Principle then 
states that each point on this surface acts as a secondary radiator. Calculation of the diffracted field 
then involves integrating contributions from points on the surface from the top of the knife-edge to 
infinity. This integration is shown graphically by the Cornu Spiral shown in Fig. 4.4. The spiral is 
normalized in terms of a parameter ν, where: 

  )/(2 λ∆=ν d   

where: 

 ∆d: the difference in length between the direct path between the terminals and that 
which just passes over the knife-edge. 

The free space field strength is represented by the distance between the two asymptotic points, Z1 
and Z2. When part of the wavefront is obstructed by the knife-edge, the value of the field strength is 
represented by the distance between the point on the spiral corresponding to the peak of the 
knife-edge and the appropriate asymptotic point (Z1 or Z2). 
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Knife-edge diffraction

 

 

Often a propagation path will contain several obstacles so that multiple knife-edges will be needed 
to model it completely. As described in the following Sections, there are a number of techniques 
that have been proposed for dealing with multiple knife-edges. 
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4.4.1.2 The Millington method 

The Millington method [4-17] may be used to calculate diffraction by two knife-edge obstacles. It is 
rigorous and involves integration over both Fresnel surfaces. Thus it requires a double integral. In 
principle the technique could be extended to calculate any number of edges. However, each 
additional edge would require an additional integral. Such nested integrals are likely to be 
impractical for more than about 3-4 edges. 

4.4.1.3  The Bullington method 

The Bullington method [4-18] is also intended to deal with two knife-edges. However, the two 
edges are combined to form a single virtual edge. Thus only a single integration is needed. This 
simplification is at the expense of some accuracy. If the diffraction losses are small, such as at VHF, 
the errors can be less than 3 dB. However, as frequency increases and diffraction losses become 
greater, errors may increase to as much as 10 dB. The method underestimates the losses. 
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FIGURE 4.5

Bullington construction for multiple knife-edge diffraction calculation

 

 

4.4.1.4  The Epstein-Peterson method 

The Epstein-Peterson [4-19] method can easily be used for any number of knife-edges. The loss for 
each edge is calculated in turn, based on imaginary terminals placed at the top of the adjacent edges 
(or one of the real terminals for the first and last edge). The individual losses (dB) are then added to 
derive the overall loss. Millington showed that this method is subject to errors of up to 3 dB high or 
low. For two diffracting edges when the second edge and second terminal are deep in the shadow of 
the first edge, the loss is underestimated. Millington proposed a correction factor given in reference 
[4.17], which can be used with such paths to improve the accuracy. Millington’s correction does 
not, however, apply to paths with three or more knife-edges. 
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Epstein-Peterson construction for multiple knife-edge diffraction calculation

 

 

4.4.1.5  The Edwards-Durkin method 

The Edwards-Durkin method [4-20] might be termed a hybrid between the Bullington method and 
the Epstein-Peterson method. For paths with up to three obstacles, it follows the Epstein-Peterson 
method. For paths with four or more obstacles, it identifies the two “outermost” obstacles; i.e. the 
two obstacles nearest the transmitting and receiving sites, respectively. We shall call them OT and 
OR, respectively. It then sets up a construction similar to the Bullington construction to create a 
“virtual obstacle” between. We shall call that obstacle OV. The diffraction calculation is then done 
for the path from T to OT to OV to OR to R, see Fig. 4.7. 
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4.4.1.6  The Shibuya method  

The Shibuya method [4-21] is similar to the Epstein Peterson method, except that in calculating the 
diffraction losses, the transmitting terminal is taken to be at a virtual point above the actual location, 
chosen so that the two terminals and the edge lie on a straight line (see Fig. 4.8). Generally, 
provided the losses at the individual edges are greater than 12 dB, this method is equivalent to the 
Epstein-Peterson method with the Millington correction. 
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Shibuya construction for multiple knife-edge diffraction calculation

 

 

4.4.1.7  The Deygout method 

The Deygout method [4-22] involves calculating the loss for each edge in the absence of all other 
edges. The edge giving the highest loss is identified as the main edge and this loss value is taken to 
be the value for this edge. The main edge is then taken to be a terminal and the sub-paths each side 
are treated in the same way. The path is thus subdivided until all edges have been considered and 
the overall path loss is then taken to be the sum (dB) of all the losses of the individual edges. The 
Deygout method always overestimates the losses of a multiple knife-edge path. Correction factors 
are therefore possible. Causebrook [4-31] has proposed a method of correction that gives very good 
results with the Deygout method when restricted to a maximum of three knife-edges. López [4-23] 
has proposed a similar construction that overcomes the pessimism of the Deygout construction. 

4.4.1.8 The López method 

The López method [4-23] is very similar to that of Deygout. It overcomes the pessimism inherent in 
the Deygout method by changing the geometry of the calculation such that the diffraction angle of 
the main edge is based upon the actual path geometry rather than upon the assumption that the main 
edge is free standing. As seen in Fig. 4.9, the Deygout construction, the diffraction angle for the 
main obstacle is associated with T-O2-R. In Fig. 4-10, the López construction, the angle 
measurement includes the effect of the intervening obstacles. 
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López construction for multiple knife-edge diffraction calculation

 

 

4.4.1.9  Spherical Earth and cylinder models 

Although diffraction due to knife-edges can be accurately modelled and techniques such as that of 
Deygout can be used where there may be many such edges, real terrain does not closely resemble a 
series of such edges. In general since the knife-edges are placed at the high points of the terrain 
between the two terminals, no account is taken of the terrain between these points. This normally 
results in an underestimation of the resulting diffraction loss, giving a field-strength prediction 
higher than the measured value. 

At the opposite extreme, obstacles can be approximated to a sphere or cylinder. The obvious 
application of this technique is when the obstacle is the surface of the sea. In order to calculate the 
diffraction loss over such a spherical surface we must solve Maxwell’s equations in its presence. In 
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the late 19th century many scientists were working on such a solution, starting with Rayleigh 
in 1871. However, the first practical solution was provided by Van der Pol and Bremmer in 1937 
[4-24]. This solution expressed the result in the form of a residue series. To reduce computation 
time it is normal to use a simplified form developed by Vogler which used only the first term of the 
residue series [4-25]. 

Curved surfaces, or cylinders, can also be used to approximate terrain features. Rounded hills may 
be approximated by means of individual cylinders. Where there are multiple rounded hills, 
techniques similar to those already described for multiple knife-edges may be adopted. However, it 
is known that this approach can give significant errors, particularly where the terrain is irregular. 

Another method for using cylinders was proposed by Rice et al. [4-9] and is often used. With this 
approach the terrain is approximated to a series of four cascaded cylinders. Figure 4.11 shows how 
a typical propagation path can be modelled in such a way. The first cylinder, radius r1 is chosen 
such that the horizon line from one terminal is a tangent and it just contains the terrain between this 
tangent point and the terminal. Similarly the final cylinder is chosen from the horizon of the other 
terminal and the terrain. The radii, rm and rn of the middle two cylinders and the distances dm and 
dn are chosen such that there are no slope discontinuities at the junctions between the spheres. From 
the various parameters shown in Fig. 4.10, are calculated overall effective values of the parameters 
r1, r2, rm, rn, dn, dL1 and dL2. These are then used with the same Vogler approximation to the 
residue series to calculate the path loss. 
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r1, r2, rm, rn: radii of cylinders
 dn: total path distance
 dL1: horizon distance from one terminal
 dL2: horizon distance from other terminal
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FIGURE 4.11

Cascaded cylinder approach
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This then represents an alternative diffraction method to the various multiple knife-edge approaches 
outlined above. However, whereas the multiple knife-edge approach tends to underestimate the 
diffraction loss, the cascaded cylinder approach tends to overestimate. This has led to methods 
using both the multiple knife-edge and cascaded cylinder methods. A linear interpolation between 
the two results is then taken to be the true value. The weighting factor between the two methods is 
determined empirically using a set of profiles for which measured field-strength values are 
available. There is little scientific basis for this approach, but it does appear to give improved 
predictions in some situations. 

While spherical Earth solutions are more accurate than cylindrical solutions, they are significantly 
more complex from an analytic standpoint. For realistic Earth radii and paths, the difference 
between the spherical Earth and cylindrical solutions is negligible. 

4.4.1.10  Other models 

Other types of stylized obstacle have been used in prediction methods. In particular, single obstacles 
have been modelled as wedge shapes [4-33]. Diffraction calculation over such a surface is 
essentially similar to that of a knife-edge, with a Huygens surface above the obstacle. A reflected 
wave from the surface of the wedge is, however, allowed on both sides. This gives rise to a four ray 
method by which the overall diffraction loss is calculated. 

4.4.2 Recommendation ITU-R P.526 

This ITU-R Recommendation deals with the problem of radiowave propagation over diffraction 
paths. Since, for practical applications, it is quite difficult to establish a general solution covering all 
types of terrain, prediction methods are provided for the diffraction over a smooth spherical Earth 
and the diffraction over terrain obstacles 

In the case of a spherical Earth, Recommendation ITU-R P.526 presents two methods numerical 
and graphical, based on the same approximation, i.e., the dominance of the first term of the residue 
series [4-26]. In both methods, the attenuation relative to free-space is given by three separated 
terms, one containing the distance dependence and the two others corresponding to the antenna 
height-gain functions. The numerical method, which can be easily coded in a pocket calculator, is 
adequate for applications where repeated use is necessary, while the graphical method is better for a 
quick estimation of a given situation. The accuracy of these methods is acceptable even if the path 
profile is not exactly a smooth spherical Earth. However, the terrain irregularities must be small 
when compared to the first Fresnel zone radius in the middle path. A practical example is given 
in [4-27]. 

Regarding the diffraction over an irregular terrain, depending of the type of obstacle, different 
prediction methods are provided. The simplest one is the single knife-edge obstacle. This idealized 
model is relevant only in cases where the radius of curvature of the obstacle can be neglected. An 
approximate expression is given for the calculation in the diffraction region (ν > –0.7) (see 
Section 4.4.1.1), avoiding the use of a more complicated formula associated with the Cornu Spiral 
shown in Fig. 4.4. Based also on the knife-edge model, Recommendation ITU-R P.526 describes a 
simplified solution for estimating the shielding effect of a finite-width screen such as a mountain 
range or a building. 
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A better approximation to the problem of the diffraction over an isolated obstacle should take into 
account its dimension along the longitudinal direction. The solution adopted in Recommen-
dation ITU-R P.526 is to add an additional attenuation due to the curvature of the obstacle to the 
knife-edge loss. The accuracy of this method depends mainly on the procedure used to obtain the 
radius of curvature at the obstacle top. 

Recommendation ITU-R P.526 also describes a method for predicting the diffraction loss due to a 
finitely conducting wedge. This may be applied to diffraction around the corner of a building or 
over the ridge of a roof, or where terrain may be characterized by a wedge-shaped hill. 

The problem of multiple diffraction is much more complicated. For the diffraction over two knife-
edges, two methods are given in Recommendation ITU-R P.526. The simplest one is due to Epstein 
and Peterson [4-19] with a correction based on Millington et al. [4-17]. However, if one edge is 
predominant, the Deygout method [4-22] should be used. Both methods may be applied to the case 
of rounded obstacles.  

No rigorous method exists for the prediction of radiowave attenuation due to the diffraction over 
several rounded obstacles. However, Assis [4-32] proposed a simplified model that attempts to so. 
Recommendation ITU-R P.526 adopts a model based on Deygout method, limited to a maximum of 
three knife-edges, plus an empirical correction derived from measurements carried out on a large 
number of paths in United Kingdom. 

Recommendation ITU-R P.526 does not cover the case of irregular terrain that has no pronounced 
features (rolling terrain), where neither the smooth Earth nor the multiple diffraction methods are 
applicable.  

4.5 Propagation model considerations 

The propagation prediction model and its parameters should be selected very carefully, so as to 
obtain the meaningful results from a modelling exercise. To select the most appropriate model, this 
section describes a few general rules and considerations on this subject. 

Generally, a selected propagation model may range from the basic free-space loss formula to the 
sophisticated path-specific calculation engine. So the principal aim of a selection should be to 
choose the simplest and most readily available model that would be just sufficient to provide the 
necessary precision and meaning of the results in the prescribed propagation conditions. If the 
sophisticated path-specific models are not available, then one should first try to consider 
possibilities provided by the generalized point-to-area empirical models described at the beginning 
of Chapter 4. 

Radiocommunication Study Group 3 has developed a set of models, which may be used in different 
conditions under the various circumstances. All these models are summarized in Recommen-
dation ITU-R P.1144 [4-28]. This Recommendation provides a general guidance on selection of a 
suitable ITU-R propagation prediction model, based on the principal user requirements, such as the 
system to which a model is to be applied, frequency range, modelling distance and propagation data 
available. Table 4.2 provides a convenient recapitulation of Recommendation ITU-R P.1144, as 
regards the land mobile propagation at the VHF/UHF frequency ranges. 
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4.5.1 System planning 

Propagation prediction is one of the most important elements in the planning of radio-
communication systems. Usually the task of a land mobile radio network planner is to cover the 
largest service area (or the entire prescribed service area) with the minimum necessary number of 
base stations. At the same time, the necessary minimum field strength and the signal-to-interference 
ratio, hence the communication quality, must be ensured over the entire projected service area. 

For predicting the field strength of the wanted signal in system planning exercises it is, therefore, 
generally advisable to use a model that provides “worst-case” predictions of predicted field 
strength. This approach ensures that the model predicts “guaranteed” field strength of a signal, 
hence the system designers are assured of the proper coverage of service area. 

To ensure a “worst-case prediction”, a model and its parameters should be selected according to the 
following rules: 

– model should be selected for the prescribed conditions of the use: frequency band, range, 
height of receiving antenna; 

– if model is supplied with some correction factors, these should be tuned so as to account for 
the most severe constraints, e.g. lowest receiving antenna, depolarization effects, 
attenuation in vegetation, etc.; 

– if model accounts for time and location variability statistics, the higher values of these 
should be used – at least 50% of time 50% of locations to obtain averaged results or higher 
(e.g. up to 90% or even 99% of locations) to obtain the most pessimistic results. 

It should be also noted that radio signals are subject to severe fading in most typical conditions of 
land mobile service propagation. Therefore, it is usually a good practice to account also for the 
predicted depth of fading signal variations. The statistical models for fading are described in 
Section 3.3 of this Handbook. Using obtained estimates of fading (for given percentage of 
reliability), the fading may be conveniently taken into account by means of degrading the effective 
sensitivity of the mobile receiver and then estimating the edge of coverage area for this reduced 
value of threshold sensitivity. For example, if the sensitivity of a receiver is –105 dBm and it is 
estimated that the depth of fading for 99% does not exceed 15 dB, then, when calculating the 
projected coverage area, threshold sensitivity should be reduced to –105 dBm + 15 dB = –90 dBm. 

4.5.2 Interference assessment and spectrum management 

Unlike system planning, when propagation prediction models are used to assess unwanted 
interference and other similar spectrum management activities, they are usually used so as to 
provide “best case” results. This is because in such tasks it is important to take into account the 
strongest levels of possible interference, which naturally correspond to the most favourable 
propagation conditions of the unwanted (interfering) signal. 
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Therefore, for interference assessment, the propagation prediction model and its parameters are 
usually selected with the following criteria: 

– model should be selected for conditions which are the most favourable to propagation of 
the unwanted signal; e.g. when considering interference at comparatively short ranges or 
with high antenna elevations, even the free-space loss formula may be used, which is 
otherwise considered to be unsuitable for land mobile applications; 

– correction factors, if any, should be tuned towards the most favourable propagation 
conditions, e.g. highest receiving antenna height, line-of-sight allowances, etc.; 

– if the model accounts for time and location variability statistics, the lower values of these 
should be used – typically 10% of time at 50% of locations or lower (e.g. down to 1% of 
time). 

It should be noted that interference assessment often forms the part of international administrative 
spectrum management duties under the terms of the ITU Radio Regulations and related legal 
documents. Therefore the national radiocommunication administrations often use certain mutually 
agreed propagation models for interference assessment and international frequency coordination. 

4.5.3 Comparison of measurements and predictions 

Quite often system designers are required to verify the projected coverage areas with the actual 
measurements once the system is installed. If the base station is equipped with an omnidirectional 
antenna, then such verification is usually done by means of taking the field-strength measurements 
along 3-5 radial routes. If the base station antenna is directional or if the coverage zone contains 
certain specifically targeted service areas (e.g. highway, business centre, etc.), then the 
measurements are taken within those targeted areas. 

In such verification measurement campaigns the test receiver is usually moved outwards from the 
base station and the received field strength is monitored and compared with the predicted values 
and with the prescribed value of receiver sensitivity threshold. 

Sometimes it is also necessary to make a check of projected levels of interference. In such case 
measurements are usually carried out along some interference protection perimeter, e.g. along 
political boundaries. 
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CHAPTER  5 

TERRAIN  DATABASES  (AVAILABILITY  AND  USE) 

Many propagation prediction algorithms for the VHF and UHF ranges of Radiocommunication 
Study Group 3 are terrain-based. That is, they rely on terrain data as one of the bases of their 
calculations. Generally speaking, there are two kinds of terrain data applicable to radio propagation 
calculations: hypsographic and morphologic. Hypsographic data describes the elevation charac-
teristics of the terrain being described; i.e. terrain height. Morphologic data describes the ground 
cover characteristics. 

Digital databases established for the purpose of propagation predictions need to contain information 
which is related to the type of prediction being undertaken. For frequencies above about 30 MHz, 
information about the terrain height and ground cover is currently needed. For detailed propagation 
predictions for frequencies above about 1 000 MHz, especially in urban areas, information about the 
location, size and orientation of individual buildings is currently needed in addition to terrain height 
information. 

Statistically-based propagation prediction algorithms, such as those in Recommendation 
ITU-R P.1546 [5-1], do not require detailed hypsographic data because they are generally based 
upon an effective antenna height rather than on actual path geometry. More detailed prediction 
algorithms, such as those in Recommendation ITU-R P.526 [5-2], require somewhat more detailed 
data to perform adequately. Horizontal spacings of 200 m between data points and r.m.s. vertical 
accuracies of ±15 m have proven adequate for this sort of method. The accuracy of both statistical 
and path-geometry-based algorithms is improved if the morphologic characteristics of the area are 
taken into account. 

It is to be expected that increasingly sophisticated prediction models will be developed which will 
permit more detailed propagation predictions but which will also demand more detailed information 
and, potentially, a reduced horizontal spacing for the data samples. Consult Recommen-
dation ITU-R P.1058 [5-3] for further information. 

5.1 Terrain height 

A number of administrations, as well as private organizations, have made available hypsographic 
data of varying quality. 

The horizontal spacing between data-points, which should be used in a topographic database, 
depends upon the use to which the data will be put. It is not practicable to recommend a particular 
value. In practice horizontal spacings in the approximate range 20 m to 1 km, or the equivalent in 
latitude-longitude, are typical. Various propagation-prediction models not only have different 
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requirements for horizontal resolution, but differing sensitivity to changes in horizontal resolution. 
It should not be assumed that improving horizontal resolution with a given propagation method 
always improves prediction accuracy. 

The accuracy of propagation prediction models can be strongly affected by the accuracy of terrain 
height data in a topographic database. The accuracy of terrain heights is typically expressed as a 
root-mean-square (r.m.s.) error value. Horizontal resolution, vertical accuracy, and the propagation 
method in use, will all affect the calculated result. In general, the more detailed deterministic 
propagation methods require greater resolution and accuracy in topographic data, but details will 
vary in individual cases. An r.m.s. error of 15 m in terrain height data has been found acceptable for 
many purposes. 

Most current topographic databases used for propagation prediction and radio planning have 
2-dimensional arrays of data at equal intervals in the chosen coordinate system, referred to as 
“gridded data”. This has the advantage that horizontal coordinates need only be provided for 
reference points, with most data consisting of self-indexing arrays of height values. For rectangular 
projections the horizontal data spacing will typically be the same throughout a complete database. 
For latitude-longitude coordinates the longitude spacing is sometimes increased in steps as latitude 
increases in order to keep the longitude scale-factor approximately constant. 

When drawing a profile between two arbitrary locations, few or none of the data points in a grid-
based database will coincide exactly with the profile. Various methods are available for extracting 
terrain height data in such cases. The following are recommended according to circumstances: 

– when the height data are in some way representative of a square area of land, data should be 
placed in the profile for each square through which it passes. Each profile point may be 
placed on the normal from the profile line to the corresponding data point, although this 
will not in general produce equally-spaced profile points. If the propagation method 
requires equally-spaced points, it is acceptable to move profile points to accomplish this; 

– when the height data represent only the height at each exact point, the preferred extraction 
method is to pre-determine equally spaced profile points and obtain the terrain height for 
each by bi-linear interpolation from the immediately-surrounding gridded-data values. 

During the process of profile construction, the curvature of the Earth can be taken into account by 
increasing the interpolated terrain height values by a correction factor that is dependent on the 
effective Earth radius and on the position of the point along the profile. For a discussion of effective 
Earth radius, see Recommendation ITU-R P.452, § 4.3 [5-7]. 

The Global Land One-kilometre Base Elevation (GLOBE) digital elevation model (DEM) is a 
worldwide, multi-source-derived, open, digital elevation dataset in raster format. GLOBE 1.0 [5-4] 
has a horizontal resolution of 30" × 30" in latitude and longitude, referenced to the World Geodetic 
System 84 (WGS 84). These range from 90° N latitude to 90° S latitude and from 180° W longitude 
to 180° E longitude, respectively. The resulting rasterised complete dataset can be thought of as 
having 21 600 rows and 43 200 columns. 
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The “vertical” units are elevations in metres above mean sea level. On the land, these range from 
values of – 407 to 8 752 m. On the sea, elevations are marked as no-data and assigned a value of 
−500. There is an associated file containing source information for the elevation data. The mask for 
sea elevations in the source/lineage file is 0. The user can then distinguish elevation values of 0 for 
land from sea values by resetting the sea values from −500 to 0, when using the source/lineage 
mask. This is particularly useful when considering mixed (land-sea) paths. 

As mentioned above, GLOBE 1.0 elevation data are derived from a variety of sources [5-5]. In 
some cases, e.g., North America, they are derived from high resolution DTED’s and can thus be 
assumed to have accuracies comparable to these datasets. In some other parts of the world, the 
sources of data may have coarser resolution. Users should consult [5-3] for a comprehensive 
discussion of the elevation accuracies. In the 2001-2002 timeframe, it is expected that data from the 
Space Shuttle’s Imaging Radar Mission will be incorporated into GLOBE, providing 3" × 3" 
resolution data from 60° N latitude to 60° S latitude. 

Software for terrain profile elevation extraction from the GLOBE 1.0 DEM is available. The 
Fortran source code for this software can be obtained from the World Wide Web: 
http://elbert.its.bldrdoc.gov/globe.html. 

The software extracts the profile along the great circle between a transmitter and receiver. The 
terain height of a profile point on the great circle, PP, is calculated by bilinear interpolation on the 
GLOBE DEM, taking the elevations of the four terrain points, P1-P4, containing the latitude and 
longitude of the profile point.  

5.2 Ground cover 

The range of possible ground categories is very large and the full range is unlikely to be relevant to 
any individual geographic area. Table 5.1 (from Recommendation ITU-R P.1058 [5-3]) gives 
descriptive titles and a two-level coding scheme for a set of ground cover categories. A category 
describes the type of ground cover in a specified area (e.g. a 100 m square). Where more than one 
type of cover exists in the area under consideration the dominant category should be described. 
Categories in upper case may be used when a more detailed classification is not required, or more 
detailed information does not exist. 

A category may be indicated by a two-digit code as indicated in the first column of Table 5.1. When 
available, up to three optional parameters may be supplied to add precision to the description 
implied by a category name: 

– Height Hc: This should represent the characteristic height of ground cover in metres above 
ground, ignoring isolated objects of greater height. In mathematical terms this will most 
often be best approximated by the modal cover height, but the intention is to provide the 
most characteristic height of the ground-cover skyline above ground level. 

– Density Dc: The percentage of the terrain in the area under consideration which is covered 
by any ground cover having a height equal to or greater than Hc. 

– Gap-width Gc: This should represent the typical width (m) of gaps in the ground cover. 

http://elbert.its.bldrdoc.gov/globe.html
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TABLE  5.1 

Categories to be listed in a macroscopic ground cover database 

 

00  Unknown 
10 RURAL OPEN 
 11 Pastures, grassland 
 12 Low crop fields 
 13 High crop fields (e.g. vines, hops) 
 19 Park land 

20 TREE COVERED 
 21 Irregularly spaced sparse trees 
 22 Orchard (regularly spaced) 
 23 Deciduous trees (irregularly spaced) 
 24 Deciduous trees (regularly spaced) 
 25 Coniferous trees (irregularly spaced) 
 26 Coniferous trees (regularly spaced) 
 27 Mixed tree forest 
 28 Tropical rain forest 

30 BUILT-UP AREA 
 31 Sparse houses 
 32 Village centre 
 33 Suburban 
 34 Dense suburban 
 35 Urban 
 36 Dense urban 
 37 Industrial zone 

40 DRY GROUND 
 42 Sand dunes 
 43 Desert 

50 WET TERRAIN (no trees) 
 52 Marshlands 
 54 Mud flats 

60 FRESH WATER 
70 SEA WATER 
80 CRYOSPHERE 
 82 Sea ice 
 83 Freshwater ice 
 84 Glacier 
 86 Dry snow 
 88 Wet snow 

90 OTHER (Specify) 
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Note that Hc must be supplied if Dc is supplied, and that Dc must be supplied if Gc is supplied. 

In view of the wide variability of ground cover it will often only be possible to obtain estimates for 
the parameters Hc, Dc and Gc. Nevertheless they can be valuable in adding precision to the generic 
categories. This may be done for a complete data set as a whole, or may be supplied individually for 
each point of a data set, such as for a path profile. 

These considerations may be extended to any special situations where detailed propagation 
predictions are required. Table 5.2 provides some examples of categories of ground cover together 
with a possible mechanism for recording their characteristics; this is basically an extension of the 
first approach. 

TABLE  5.2 

Additional categories and parameters for database of special structures 

 

5.3 Use of databases in available modelling and planning methods 

Radiocommunication Study Group 3 has several Recommendations that describe modelling and 
planning methods that are useful in planning terrestrial land mobile radio systems. See 
Recommendation ITU-R P.1144 [5-6]. Some of the algorithms described in those 
Recommendations (e.g. Recommendation ITU-R P.1546) are of a general (“point-to-area”) nature, 
whereas others (e.g. Recommendation ITU-R P.452 [5-7]), the so-called “point-to-point” models, 
are based upon the geometry of the specific path under consideration. Propagation predictions made 
with algorithms falling into the former category, being independent of path geometry, do not require 
hypsographic data. With “point-to-point” predictions, on the other hand, hypsographic data are 
essential. It should be emphasized here that the term “point-to-point” as used here refers to 
predictions that are dependent upon path geometry and does not refer to fixed paths, such as those 
frequently encountered in microwave systems. 

Ground cover category Parameters 

Row of buildings 
(A well defined row of buildings in isolation, 
typically a row of terraced houses along a road) 

– Mean building height 
– Coordinates at end points of row 

Isolated building  
(Isolated building within a square) 

– Building height 
– Coordinates of building centre 
– Area covered by the building 

Line of trees 
(Typically a tree-lined road) 

– Mean tree height 
– Coordinates at ends of tree line 

Towers 
(Electricity pylons, wind turbines, etc.) 

– Height of feature 
– Coordinates at centre of feature 
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5.3.1 Area metaphor 

A point-to-point prediction is begun by laying-out the required coverage area using some metaphor 
corresponding to the geometry of the area. Commonly used metaphors include “radial”, “stepped 
radial”, “grid mapped from radial data”, and “tiled”. These are described below: 

– In the “radial” method, data are taken along radials at equal angular spacings. Each point 
along the radial represents an annular segment of area. This method has the advantages of 
simplicity and speed, but the disadvantages of (a) diverging so that calculations made at a 
long distance from the base station site are made at larger tangential distances between 
calculations, and (b) they are unsuitable for calculations where the overlay of data from 
multiple sites is required, such as interference or simulcast predictions. 

– The “stepped radial” method is similar to the radial method, but it incorporates an increase 
in the number of radials as the distance from the site increases. For example, one program 
starts at 8 radials out to 2 km, increases to 16 radials from 2 to 4 km, increases to 32 radials 
from 4 to 8 km, etc. This overcomes disadvantage (a) discussed above for the “radial” 
method, but it does not overcome disadvantage (b). 

– In the “grid mapped from radial data” method, the program sets up a grid of tiles, data are 
taken at equal angular spacings as in the “radial” method, then the program finds the radial 
that passes nearest the centre of each grid, using these data to represent the grid. This 
overcomes disadvantage (b) of the “radial” method and it allows re-use of radial data, but it 
makes for uneven radial spacing. 

– The “tiled” method truly takes radials to the centres of all tiles in the area. This gives the 
most accurate representation of the available data and overcomes both disadvantages (a) 
and (b) of the “radial” method, above. However, it generally requires more radials because 
one radial is required to the centre of each and every tile. This results in longer run times. 

5.3.2 Profile considerations 

Regardless of which area metaphor is used, a point-to-point prediction over an area will require that 
numerous terrain profiles be extracted from the database. Each profile represents the profile of the 
terrain between the base station and a potential mobile station location. Profile data are typically 
extracted following either of two methods: (a) the interpolation method, and (b) the “nearest data 
point” method. 

In the interpolation method, the program seeks to extract data points at equal intervals; for example, 
200 m. In this example, profile data values would be determined for distances 200, 400, … m from 
the base site. Since the vast majority of radials will not run in the cardinal directions where data 
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already exist, some form of interpolation is used to find values corresponding to those distances. 
Studies have shown that complex forms of interpolation do not yield significantly more accurate 
results than does simple bi-linear interpolation (see Recommendation ITU-R P.1144). 

In the “nearest data point” method, all points within a given tolerance (usually about half of the 
horizontal resolution of the database) of the radial line are extracted. Their database elevation 
values are used, rather than interpolated values. The position of each extracted value along the 
radial line is calculated based upon the position that a perpendicular drawn through the data point to 
the radial would lie on. This results in uneven spacings of elevation data points along the radial. 

Neither method of profile consideration has an advantage over the other. However, some program 
implementations require even spacings. As to data resolution it should be borne in mind that taking 
data at a finer resolution than that available from the database will not result in greater accuracy; 
however, it will result in additional processing time. 
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CHAPTER  6 

PROPAGATION  WITHIN  AND  INTO  BUILDINGS   
AND  UNDERGROUND 

The indoor wireless propagation problem is broadly distinguished from the outdoor wireless 
propagation problem by much shorter path lengths and the ubiquity and importance of multipath in 
almost all cases of interest. The mixed problems, outdoor-indoor and indoor-outdoor wireless 
propagation, which combine aspects of each, will be deferred to the last part of this section. For the 
indoor-indoor wireless propagation problem, two solution approaches are available, depending on 
the level of detailed knowledge of the propagation situation. As in the outdoor propagation problem, 
these subdivide neatly into site-specific and site-general approaches. In what follows, both are 
discussed. 

6.1 Site-specific approaches 

Confining our attention, for now, to the simple cases where both the transmitter and the receiver are 
indoors, within the same building and in the same room, then the indoor propagation problem 
reduces to the solution for a resonant cavity (perhaps loaded) with lossy (i.e., imperfectly 
electrically conducting) walls. The solutions of Maxwell’s equations can then be obtained for an 
empty, regularly shaped resonant cavity (i.e., boundary conditions which are separable in a useful, 
three dimensional, coordinate system), with perfectly conducting walls. 

When one departs from the fairly simple, regularly shaped indoor propagation situations of the 
previous paragraph, which are amenable to analytical techniques, it is usually necessary to appeal to 
fully three-dimensional numerical solutions of Maxwell’s equations. Each is computationally 
intensive and each requires discretization of space down to fractions of a free-space wavelength at 
the highest frequency of interest, for accurate solutions to the problem in question.  

However, having acknowledged the existence of rigorous, analytical/numerical solutions to ideal 
and quasi-ideal cases, it is also important to note that, for many practical situations of interest, either 
the frequency of operation is too high, the geometrical complexity and/or cavity size is too great 
and/or there is not enough detailed information or predictability to warrant such an approach. In 
these cases, one may use simpler concepts, while recognizing the limitations inherent in this 
approach. If one falls back to concepts such as free space path loss coupled with diffraction, 
reflection and/or transmission losses, which is the common practice in ray tracing solutions based 
on geometrical optics, it is important to recognize that this may lead to both underestimates and 
overestimates of the losses that can occur in the indoor propagation environment 

Clearly, adoption of any site-specific solution approaches is contingent upon specific siting 
information, detailed building layout information and, at least moderate information about the 
dielectric and magnetic material properties of walls, etc. It is worth noting, with regard to the last 
point, that these material properties may be, in general, frequency dependent, even for 
homogeneous materials. The frequency dependency of material properties can be expected to be 
considerably more complex in cases where the building materials involve hybrids, such as steel 
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reinforced concrete, or other kinds of multi-layer slab configurations. Detailed building structural 
information is required for accurate simulation results. Some general guidance on the effects of 
building materials is referenced in Recommendation ITU-R P.1238. Furthermore, it is also 
important to know the locations, sizes and detailed compositions of important apertures, such as 
windows and doors, if these are present. 

6.2 Site-general approaches 
In contrast to the more detailed site-specific approaches described above, Recommen-
dation ITU-R P.1238 provides for a site-general model of the indoor propagation loss. The model 
accounts for indoor propagation loss as a function of the frequency (MHz), the separation distance 
(m) between the base station (i.e., transmitter) and the mobile/portable (i.e., receiver) and the 
number of building floors between the base station and the mobile/portable. The formula for the 
indoor propagation loss, Ltotal, is: 

  28)(loglog20 −++= nLdNfL ftotal               dB (6-1) 

where: 
 f : frequency (MHz) 
 N : path loss coefficient 
 d : separation distance between the base station and the portable (m) (d > 1 m) 
 Lf : floor penetration loss (dB) 
 n : number of building floors between the base station and the portable (n ≥ 1). 

Note, however, that both the path loss coefficient, N, and the floor penetration loss, Lf, are functions 
of the frequency and the building type, as one might expect, given the previous discussion of site-
specific approaches. Note, also, that the floor penetration loss, Lf, is neglected when the base station 
and the portable are on the same building floor. Typical values for N and Lf are reproduced in 
Tables 6.1 and 6.2, respectively. 

 

TABLE  6.1 

Power loss coefficients, N, for indoor transmission loss calculation 

 

Frequency Residential Office Commercial 

900 MHz – 33 20 

1.2-1.3 GHz – 32 22 

1.8-2.0 GHz 28 30 22 

4 GHz – 28 22 

5.2 GHz – 31 – 

60 GHz(1) – 22 17 

(1) 60 GHz values assume propagation within a single room or space, and do not include any allowance for 
transmission through walls. Gaseous absorption around 60 GHz is also significant for distances greater 
than about 100 m which may influence frequency re-use distances. (See Recommendation 
ITU-R P.676.) 
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TABLE  6.2 

Floor penetration loss factors, Lf  (dB) with n being the number of floors 
penetrated, for indoor transmission loss calculation (n ≥≥≥≥ 1) 

 

The following general remarks pertain to the site-general model of Recommendation ITU-R P.1238, 
particularly for the 900-2 000 MHz band: 

i) Paths dominated by a pure line-of-sight (LoS) component have a path loss coefficient of 20 
(approximately). However, it is also necessary that the building walls, ceiling and floor be 
suitably distant for this condition to occur. 

ii) For long unobstructed paths, the first Fresnel zone breakpoint may occur, particularly for 
lower frequencies, giving rise to sub-path diffraction. In these cases, the path loss 
coefficient will increase rapidly from a value of 20 to a value of roughly 40, in the vicinity 
of the breakpoint. 

iii) For paths in long, narrow corridors or hallways on a single floor, the path loss coefficient 
may be less than 20. This is a result of the fact that the corridor behaves (roughly) as a 
resonant cavity. This is likewise true for paths in single rooms with moderately reflective 
walls and suitable dimensions. 

iv) For paths in buildings in which the rooms are separated by full, floor-to-ceiling walls (e.g., 
closed plan office buildings), the path loss coefficient for room-to-room paths is typically 
found to be near in value to 40. 

v) For paths traversing multiple floors, it is expected that the floor penetration loss will be 
limited by paths through multi-floor atria, stairwells or other lower loss mechanisms than 
direct transmission through the building’s floors.  

The alert reader will note an apparent change of tone in the discussions of site-general approaches 
to the indoor propagation problem vis-à-vis site-specific approaches. In particular, the terminology 
has reverted to references more familiar in the discussion of outdoor propagation problems. It is, 
however, wholly consistent with the approximate solution to the site-specific indoor problem using 
ray tracing combined with the Geometric and Uniform Theory of Diffraction (GTD-UTD), which 
has been discussed in Section 4.3.1. 

Frequency Residential Office Commercial 

900 MHz – 9 (1 floor) 
19 (2 floors) 
24 (3 floors) 

– 

1.8-2.0 GHz 4 n 15 + 4(n – 1) 6 + 3(n – 1) 

5.2 GHz – 16 (1 floor) – 
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To bring a modicum of closure to the discussion of site-general approaches to the indoor 
propagation problem, note that the site-specific approaches discussed above allow for the 
computation of the channel impulse response, h(t), at least in principle, as well as the indoor 
propagation loss, Ltotal. (It is important to emphasize that, for the indoor propagation problem, the 
channel is really many different channels.) The channel impulse response is vital for link simulation 
studies in which one evaluates the choice of modulation and, in digital systems, symbol rates, 
encoding schemes, etc., on the overall (i.e., end-to-end) system performance. Such studies might 
yield, for example, predicted BER as a function of S/N or S/(I + N). Clearly, then, a site-general 
model is needed for the (indoor) channel impulse response. 

While many physical phenomena can influence the channel impulse response, for the indoor 
propagation problem the principal phenomenon of interest is the distribution and strength of the 
various multipath components arising from scattering by the relevant surfaces, etc., that populate 
the indoor problem. Using an analogy to resonant cavity theory, the “multipath” decay rate is 
characterized by equation (6-2). 

  h(t) = exp(–t/T) (6-2) 

where:  

 t: time (s) 

 T: cavity characteristic decay time (s). 

Recalling results from classical resonant cavity theory, the characteristic decay time, T, will be 
related to the cavity dimensions, the electrical and magnetic material properties of the cavity’s 
walls, floor and ceiling and the cavity mode. 

One interesting feature of the exponentially decaying model of the channel impulse response, h(t), 
when suitably normalized, is that the square root of its second central moment on the time interval 
[0,∞] is T, the cavity’s characteristic decay time. If one then simply measures the r.m.s. delay 
spreads for indoor channels of certain types (e.g., residential, office and commercial), then these 
delay spreads are easily related to the exponentially decaying channel impulse response model 
through this single parameter. This is precisely what is recommended in Recommen-
dation ITU-R P.1238 if it is appropriate to use the exponentially decaying channel impulse response 
model. From the foregoing discussion, it would seem that the exponentially decaying channel 
impulse response models are appropriate for r.m.s. delay spreads corresponding to speed-of-light 
travel times of, perhaps, two to three characteristic dimensions of the indoor “cavity”, or more. 

Another, frequently invoked, channel impulse response model is the wide sense stationary 
uncorrelated scattering (WSSUS) model. The basic concept here idealizes the (indoor) channel 
impulse response as a multivariate function, g(t,τ), of time, t, and the multipath delay, τ. The 
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(possibly complex) received response, w(t), due to a (possibly complex) transmitted signal, z(t), 
modulating a time harmonic transmission at carrier frequency, fc, which then propagates through the 
channel, is obtained by convolution over the continuum of multipath delays, viz.: 

  ∫ τττ−= d),()()( tgtztw   (6-3) 

For each multipath delay, τ, the time variation of the channel impulse response is assumed to be a 
random process, the statistics of which are (wide sense) stationary. Furthermore, different multipath 
delays are associated with rays having different paths from “different” scattering centres. Hence, for 
different delays, this scattering is assumed to be uncorrelated. It is further assumed that the 
probability distribution function (in delay) of the scattering amplitudes is that of a normally 
distributed random variable. Stationarity of the statistics of the time variation along with the 
uncorrelated nature of the scattering delays imply that the autocorrelation function of the channel 
impulse response, Rg(t,s;τ,ξ), obeys: 

  
)();(),;,( τ−ξδξ∆=ξτ tPstR gg  (6-4) 

where: 

 t, s : time variables 

 ξ, τ : delay variables 

 tst −=∆  

 Pg: power density. 

When the fading is slow no variations occur in the impulse response of the channel as a function of 
time and the autocorrelation function reduces to: 

  )()(),;,( τ−ξδξ=ξτ gg PstR  (6-5) 

where Pg(ξ) is the power delay profile which gives the power density as a function of time delay 
and its Fourier transform gives the coherent bandwidth of the channel. When there is a dominant 
mode, i.e. some 10-12 dB above other mode amplitudes, the normal distribution assumption is no 
longer valid, and the channel statistics become Rician giving rise to a wider coherent bandwidth 
than can be estimated from the Fourier transform of the power delay profile. In this case the spaced 
frequency correlation function should be used. 

Since the statistics of the channel impulse response constitute the only observables that need to be 
matched, it is possible to develop so-called “N-channel” models obeying the required auto-
correlation function from measurement of the power delay spectrum, etc. An example of this 
appears in Recommendation ITU-R P.1238. 

6.3 Combined (indoor-outdoor and outdoor-indoor) propagation  

In situations involving propagation over combined paths, either indoor-to-outdoor or vice versa, it is 
usually appropriate to concentrate on the points-of-entry (or exit) that allow for the transmission of 
electromagnetic radiation between the two environments. Points-of-entry can be apertures such as 
windows, skylights and doors, ventilation intake and exhaust penetrations, other structural openings 
and, if the electromagnetic shielding provided by the building materials is low, even the exterior 
skin of the building itself. If the distributions of the electromagnetic fields across the points-of-entry 
are known or, alternatively, can be inferred, then these points-of-entry can replace the actual 
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sources of radiation (either indoor or outdoor) as equivalent radiation sources (i.e., either outwardly 
or inwardly, respectively). The total field at the desired observation point will then be the result of 
superposition of the fields at the observation point due to each of the equivalent sources, taken 
individually. If it happens that a single point-of-entry is expected, on physical grounds, to dominate 
the response at the observation point, then it is often sufficient to concentrate on obtaining the 
desired electromagnetic fields’ distributions for this single point-of-entry, excluding the others. For 
additional detail on this subject, see Bethe [6-3]. 

An alternate, empirically based, approach is to use empirical data for building entry loss (defined in 
Recommendation ITU-R P.1411) and then account for the transmission effects of interior walls and 
panels, ignoring diffraction and reflection. Davidson [6-4] consolidated the results of several 
building entry loss measurement programmes and found that, for medium-sized office buildings, the 
building entry loss can be calculated from formula (6-6): 

  MHzlog9.737 fLbe −=  (6-6) 

At 914 MHz, Seidel [6-5] found attenuation factors for soft partitions and interior walls to be 
approximately 1.4 and 2.4 dB, respectively. LaFortune [6-6] found the value for soft partitions to be 
1.5 dB at 917 MHz. Galeitner [6-7] found the value for interior walls at 1 800 MHz to range 
between 5.8 and 6.7 dB, depending upon the composition of the interior walls. Interior attenuation 
factors are summarized in Table 6.3. 

 

TABLE  6.3 

Interior attenuation factors (dB) 

 

6.4 References 

[6-1] Recommendation ITU-R P.1411 – Propagation data and prediction methods for the planning of 
short range outdoor radiocommunication systems and radio local area networks in the frequency 
range 300 MHz to 100 GHz. International Telecommunication Union, Geneva. 

[6-2] Recommendation ITU-R P.1238 – Propagation data and prediction models for the planning of 
indoor radiocommunication systems and radio local area networks in the frequency range 900 MHz 
to 100 GHz. International Telecommunication Union, Geneva. 

Frequency (MHz) ~900 1 800 

Soft partitions 1.4-1.5  

Interior walls 2.4 5.8-6.7 
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CHAPTER  7 

ANTENNA  CONSIDERATIONS 

7.1 Emission of radiowaves 

Antennas are a primary factor to consider in any study of propagation of radiowaves, because the 
antenna is that element of a radio system that emits electromagnetic radiowaves into the ether. At 
the receiving end, an antenna picks up the radiowaves from the ether and converts them back into 
the electric signals. Thus, the choice of the antennas as well as their installation will greatly affect 
the way the radiowaves will propagate and the overall quality of radiocommunication link. 

The principle of antenna operation may be easily understood through the simple analogy with a 
conventional capacitor, where an alternating electric field is created between the plates by an 
external signal generator, as illustrated in Fig. 7.1a). If one now considers that the surface of the 
Earth is used as one capacitor plate and the other plate is gradually removed from that surface, see 
Fig. 7.1b), and then converted into a single standing wire, this releases the alternating field causing 
it to propagate in all directions from the antenna along the surface of the Earth, see Fig. 7.1c). This 
exactly explains the operation of the dipole antenna (also known as Hertzian antenna), which is a 
basic antenna in land mobile applications. 

 

Ter-071
b) c)a)

Earth surface Earth surface

FIGURE 7.1

Principle of operation of the dipole antenna

 

 

Radiowaves are essentially the combinations of two alternating fields – electric and magnetic, with 
their respective vectors being always normal to each other. Their multiplication produces the 
resulting propagation vector (power vector, called Pointing vector), which is normal to the 
wavefront and describes the direction of radio wave propagation, (see Fig. 7.2). 

One important characteristic of electromagnetic waves is their polarization, which describes the 
orientation of electric and magnetic field vectors in relation to the ground plane. The orientation of 
the electric field vector is the reference used when describing the polarization of a radio wave. This 
means that whenever it is said that the radio wave is vertically or horizontally polarized, that 
implies that the electric field vector is oriented vertically or horizontally respectively to the ground 
plane (Earth surface). For example, the wave shown on Fig. 7.2 is vertically polarized. 
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The polarization of a radiowave is normally determined by the orientation of the transmitting 
antenna and its structure. For example, a vertically installed singular dipole antenna, as illustrated 
on Fig. 7.1c), would emit vertically polarized radiowaves, of the type shown on Fig. 7.2. 

The polarization property of radiowaves is important in two major aspects. First of all, it is a 
cardinal rule that the transmitting and receiving antennas should have the same polarization in order 
to guarantee maximum received signal strength. Similar logic suggests that the transmitting and 
receiving antennas should be of opposite polarization to achieve the best possible de-coupling, for 
example when protecting a receiver from a possible interfering transmitter of known polarization. 
However, in the land mobile services the polarization of radiowaves is often affected by numerous 
reflections and diffractions over the non-line-of-sight propagation path. The impact of this 
phenomenon is addressed in more detail later in this section. 

Another major aspect of polarization is that it may directly affect the propagation of radiowaves. 
When a radiowave is travelling along the surface of the Earth (which possesses certain 
conductivity), currents are generated in the surface which cause absorption of power from the 
passing radiowave. Horizontally polarized waves are more severely affected by this absorption. 
Generally, surface absorption is less over water paths and also less profound at higher frequencies. 

Other fundamental propagation effects are described in detail in Chapter 3 of this Handbook. 

7.2 Reference isotropic radiator and dipole antenna 

A hypothetical ideal radiator, called an isotropic radiator, is used in describing real antennas. It may 
be considered as an imaginary point, radiating equally in all directions through the sphere around it. 
Such a unity-gain (zero-gain on logarithmic scale, see details in Appendix B) elementary antenna 
provides a useful reference base for the uniform description of directivity of real antennas. 

The simplest real antenna, which most closely resembles the isotropic radiator, is a half-wavelength 
dipole antenna, see Fig. 7.3a). It radiates equally in all directions in the horizontal plane 
(omnidirectional) (Fig. 7.3b)), but has non-uniform directivity in the vertical plane (Fig. 7.3c)). 
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FIGURE 7.3

Half-wavelength (λλλλ/2) dipole antenna and its radiation patterns in two planes

 

 

Irregularity of the radiation pattern in the vertical plane means that the dipole antenna concentrates 
radiated energy in the direction normal to its central point, that is in the horizontal plane. Thus, the 
dipole antenna provides directional gain, which equals 1.64 times or 2.15 dB, relative to an 
isotropic radiator. 

Formally, the power gain of an antenna is defined [7-1] as the ratio, usually expressed in decibels, 
of the power required at the input of a loss-free reference antenna (usually an ideal isotropic 
radiator) to the power supplied to the input of the given antenna to produce, in a given direction, the 
same field strength or the same power flux-density at the same distance. When not specified 
otherwise, the gain refers to the direction of maximum radiation. The gain may be considered for a 
specified polarization. 

Because of its simplicity and constructional convenience, dipole antennas are widely used in the 
land mobile services. The gains of some other (composite) antennas in land mobile applications are 
often expressed in relation to the standard half-wavelength dipole, to show the comparative 
improvement over a basic dipole antenna. In decibel units such gain is denoted as “dBd”, where “d” 
stands for “dipole”. To transform this into the gain relative to an isotropic radiator, add 2.15 dB to 
the dipole related gain. 

Some dipole antennas used in practice behave like a half-wavelength dipole but are in fact a 
quarter-wavelength (λ/4) in length. In such dipoles the second radiating leg is replaced with its 
virtual mirror over the perfectly conducting plane, which may be the Earth’s surface or a vehicle’s 
roof. Operation of the λ/4-dipole is illustrated in Fig. 7-4. 

The radiation pattern of a λ/4-dipole in the E-plane resembles that of the reference λ/2-dipole when 
the ground plane is “perfect”, that is its conductivity and dimensions are sufficient. However, this is 
difficult to achieve in practice because usually the antenna is mounted high above the ground and it 
is difficult to achieve proper ground in mobile applications. One means of partially overcoming this 
problem is to mount fixed antennas or vehicular antennas over “virtual ground” elements, which 
may be a set of three to five conducting rods radially placed at the base of the dipole or it may be 
the surface of the vehicle body for vehicle mounted antennas. However, such virtual ground may 
not fully replace the perfect reflecting plane, therefore it is referred to as the “reduced ground”. In 
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such cases the radiation pattern of the λ/4-dipole rises slightly upwards in the E-plane, as shown in 
Fig. 7.4. In the H-plane the radiation pattern of the λ/4-dipole remains omnidirectional. The gain of 
the λ/4-dipole over a perfect ground is 5.2 dBi or 3.05 dBd. In reduced ground situations, gains of 
−1 dBd are typical at the horizon. 
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FIGURE 7.4

Quarter-wavelength (λλλλ/4) dipole antenna and its radiation pattern in E-plane

 

7.3 Antenna characteristics 

Some of the major antenna characteristics used in propagation studies in the land mobile services 
are briefly described below. 

Directivity (power gain) 

This parameter describes the ability of an antenna to concentrate radiated energy in the given 
direction. The formal description of the gain is given in Section 7.2. 

Directivity of the antenna is usually described by polar plots, showing the comparison of power 
radiated over the 360° arc. Two diagrams are usually used, describing antenna directivity in the 
vertical and horizontal planes, which are marked as E- or H-plane  

Polarization 

The emitted radiowaves are considered to be polarized in the plane of the length of the conducting 
antenna elements, which is the plane of electric E-field.  

Circular polarization may be used sometimes by employing crossed dipoles or helical-wound 
antennas to reduce the multipath propagation losses. See discussion on effects of cross-polarization 
in Section 7.6. 

Design frequency and bandwidth 

Since the physical dimensions of an antenna are related to its operating wavelength, the design is 
optimized to a particular frequency, called the design frequency. The design frequency is often 
considered as a centre frequency of the band of operating frequencies. 
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Acceptable limits of deviation of the operating frequency (frequency channel width) from the 
design frequency are defined by the bandwidth of an antenna. This bandwidth is normally given as 
a percentage of the design frequency and describes the band of frequencies over which antenna 
performance will not degrade to an unacceptable level. Otherwise, the operating frequency range of 
the antenna is stated. 

These parameters are seldom used in the propagation modelling on the assumption that the antenna 
is tuned to the operating frequency, but it is important to observe them especially in practical field 
applications, such as test measurements or coverage verification measurements. 

Beamwidth 

The beamwidth parameter is closely linked to the directivity of an antenna and is usually used in a 
description of directional antennas. The beamwidth (also referred to as the half-power beamwidth) 
is specified as the total width, in degrees, of the main radiation lobe, limited by the angles at which 
the radiated power has decreased by half (–3 dB on logarithmic scale) from that of the main 
radiation direction. Directional antennas are very often used in base station installations, therefore 
their horizontal beamwidth should be taken into account when modelling the coverage areas of such 
base stations. Although directional antennas are seldom used on the mobile side in land mobile 
systems, this may occur, for example, when calibrated directional antennas are used for propagation 
measurements. In such cases the beamwidth of an antenna should be sufficiently wide to pick up 
most of the highly scattered multipath signal. On the other hand, directional antennas may be used 
at the remote terminal for the opposite reason, that is to limit the number of multipath rays. 

7.4 Base station antennas 

In most typical land mobile applications in the VHF/UHF ranges, such as PMR (private dispatch), 
paging and other similar systems with radial coverage, the base stations usually employ dipole 
antennas or collinear arrays of dipole antennas. Mounted vertically, such antennas produce 
omnidirectional vertically polarized fields. Ideally, a radiating dipole should be placed on top of a 
mast or other support to avoid affecting directivity because of reflections from metal surroundings. 
Placing the antenna more than one wavelength from metallic structures will reduce this effect. 

Directional antennas are used in the PMR kind of land mobile systems only when it is necessary to 
avoid interference with other systems or when it is impractical to locate the base station close to a 
centre of the service area. 

In public cellular systems, highly directional antennas (with beamwidths ranging in average from 
60° to 120°) are used at the base stations commonly to form the necessary pattern of service cells 
and at the same time to reduce co-channel interference into neighbouring cells. In such systems, 
omnidirectional antennas are used only occasionally in remote rural installations with low 
subscriber density, often with local repeater stations. 
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In propagation studies the direction from the base station to the remote terminals is of primary 
concern, and the actual directivity of the antenna is an important element of the studies. Another 
important characteristic of base station antenna installation is the height of the antenna above the 
ground or effective height of the base station antenna. The latter is used to describe the height of the 
antenna over the average terrain height in the areas with irregular terrain. The precise definition of 
the effective height varies slightly from model to model, however in the ITU-R models it is usually 
the height of the antenna over the average height of terrain in the distance from 3 to 15 km from the 
transmitter in the direction of the receiver. 

7.5 Mobile station antennas 

The most common type of antenna used for the mobile stations, is the “whip” antenna, a metal rod, 
forming a quarter-wavelength dipole. The efficiency of such antennas is low because of the 
practical difficulties in establishing a proper reflecting ground plane at the mobile stations, 
especially for hand-held terminals. This situation is slightly better for vehicle mounted antennas 
when they are mounted over the centre of a metallic rooftop. 

Although the actual height of a mobile station antenna is difficult to define, for propagation studies 
of land mobile applications 1.5 m antenna height is commonly used as a reference. However, in 
certain systems the actual height of a mobile station antenna may be considerably higher, e.g. when 
antennas are installed on top of large business-type vehicles, such as buses, railway cars, etc. For 
broadcasting or for point-to-point applications, the height of a receiving (remote) terminal antenna 
is considered to be 10 m above ground. 

It is, therefore, important to ensure that the chosen propagation prediction model assumes the proper 
height of the mobile station antenna or that an appropriate antenna height correction factor is used. 
Such factors are supplied with most of the widely used models. 

If the mobile station employs a directional antenna, care should be taken to account for its effects on 
the reception of arriving signals. 

Where vehicular mobile antennas have a higher gain in the horizontal plane than the standard dipole 
antenna, the appropriate value of antenna gain should be used in modelling. 

7.6 Impact of the land mobile environment 

The following sub-sections describe in greater detail the impact that a typical land mobile 
environment may have to a general consideration of antennas and their characteristics. This text is 
largely based on the material in Recommendation ITU-R P.1406 [7-3]. 

7.6.1 Depolarization phenomena in the land mobile environment 

In the land mobile environment some or all of the transmitted energy may be scattered out of the 
original polarization due to diffraction and reflection of the radiowave. It is convenient to take this 
depolarization effect into consideration by using a cross-polarization discrimination (XPD) factor, 
as defined in Recommendation ITU-R P.310. 
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It is reported, that XPD measurements at 900 MHz show that: 

– XPD depends little on distance; 

– the average XPD in urban and residential areas ranges from 5 dB to 8 dB; 

– the average XPD in open areas is over 10 dB; 

– the average correlation between vertical and horizontal polarization is 0. 

It is also known, that XPD increases with decreasing frequency, to about 18 dB at 35 MHz. 

The comparatively low values of XPD noted above are due to the considerable amount of scattering 
in typical conditions of land mobile services, especially in urban and residential areas. This 
phenomenon may, however, be turned into a useful technique for improving reception through 
polarization diversity. In this case, the most basic option would be to use two orthogonal linear 
polarizations at the base station. 

As an alternative to diversity, circular polarization at the base station and linear polarization at the 
mobile terminal, while resulting in a 3 dB polarization mismatch, can take advantage of the 
depolarization due to scattering and provide a more constant received signal level in the mobile 
environment. 

7.6.2 Antenna height gain: base and mobile 

Height gain refers to a change in received signal strength with change of antenna height. Although 
usually increasing with height (positive height gain), it can also decrease with height (negative 
height gain) in certain point-to-point communication cases. For example, this may happen if, in the 
absence of local clutter, the direct signal can interact with a ground-reflected ray from the same 
transmitter. The resulting field strength variation, in a vertical direction, is a series of maxima and 
minima as the path geometry causes the two signals to go in and out of phase. 

In practice, however, particularly in land mobile systems, clutter and other reflected signals tend to 
minimize this two-ray effect and it can be neglected in most situations at frequencies above 
200 MHz. Instead, it is usually found that raising the antenna simply reduces the effective clutter 
loss causing the received signal to increase with height. Since antenna height is related to clutter 
loss in this way, this form of height gain can be categorized in terms of reference receiver antenna 
heights for the type of ground cover (dense urban, urban, suburban) as in Recommendation 
ITU-R P.1546 [7-4]. In other prediction methods, especially those that use a terrain data base, 
antenna height is frequently linked directly to the calculation of clutter loss. 

For base stations, operating at frequencies below 200 MHz and located in open areas, 2-ray effects 
can sometimes be found so that re-positioning of the antenna may be required to avoid negative 
height gain. Such an effect is difficult to predict precisely, since a detailed knowledge of the terrain 
profile at the reflection point is required. Above 200 MHz, due to the smaller wavelength, this 
particular problem tends to diminish and at UHF and above it can be ignored. 
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7.6.3 Correlation/space diversity 

Space diversity is practical for antennas having cross-correlations up to about 0.7. In general, this 
makes portable and mobile diversity reception nearly impractical. For the base station case, 
however, a number of techniques are possible for reducing the cross-correlation between antennas. 
The two most practical are vertical and horizontal separation. 

To reduce the cross-correlation to 0.7 or less, vertically spaced antennas must be separated by 
approximately 17 wavelengths or more. Horizontal separation can be more effective, depending 
upon the relative orientations of the plane of the antennas versus the direction of motion of the 
mobile. If the vertical plane through the antennas is perpendicular to the direction of motion of the 
mobiles, the cross-correlation will be approximately the same as that for the vertical separation 
case. With optimum orientation, horizontal antennas can be separated by as little as 8 wavelengths. 
It should be borne in mind that nearly optimal orientations can be maintained only in special cases, 
such as systems using sectored antennas. 

7.6.4 Realizable antenna gain of the vehicular mobile station 

Since vehicular mobile stations usually operate in a multipath environment, it is not surprising that 
mobile antenna gain will not, in most cases, match that measured on the test range. Additionally, 
even in line-of-sight non-multipath conditions, the vertical angle of arrival is not necessarily 
horizontal. In fact, practical cases exist where the vertical angle of arrival can exceed 10°. In the 
latter case, the vertical angle of arrival could easily be on a null or a minor lobe, rather than the 
main lobe of the mobile antenna’s vertical pattern. 

For example, some test measurements with the mobile antennas rated at 3 dB and 5 dB gain relative 
to a λ/4 vertical monopole in practical situations have shown that their practical gain values rarely 
meet the values measured on an antenna range. In multipath situations or in clear situations with 
high angles of arrival (>2°), the practical gain of either antenna is approximately 1.5 dBd (that is 
relative to a λ/4 vertical monopole) over a distance range of up to at least 55 km. In clear situations 
with low elevation angles, full gain may be realizable. 

7.6.5 Body loss 

The presence of the human body in the field surrounding a portable transceiver, cellular phone, or 
paging receiver can degrade significantly the effective antenna performance – the closer the antenna 
to the body the greater the degradation. This effect is also frequency dependent, as the results of 
detailed studies on portable transceivers at four commonly used frequencies reveal. These results 
are given in Table 7.1, as derived from Recommendation ITU-R P.1406. A related study [7-5] 
showed similar, but not identical, results. Values of body loss for frequencies other than those 
shown in Table 7.1 may be estimated through a simple extrapolation. 
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TABLE  7.1 

Typical body loss as related to the antenna efficiency of a portable transceiver 

(based on Recommendation ITU-R P.1406) 

 

When an antenna of the mobile station is made as an integral part of an entire unit (as often is the 
case with hand-held stations in public systems: mobile phones, pagers), then its gain is not usually 
specified and it is not possible to correct it with the body loss factor. In such cases the body loss is 
accounted as a reduction of receiver sensitivity or radiated power of the transmitter. Alternatively, 
body loss may be introduced into the calculation of the overall signal loss in the power budget 
calculations. 
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Frequency 
(MHz) 

Body loss at waist level 
(dB) 

Body loss at head level 
(dB) 

160 19.0 10.0 

450 13.0 4.5 

800 14.5 8.5 

900 15.5 10.0 
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CHAPTER  8 

ENVIRONMENTAL  NOISE 

8.1 Radio system performance factors 

There are many factors that contribute to the performance of radio systems. They include the 
following: 

– selection of bandwidth, modulation, signal and channel coding; 

– quality of the input signal as degraded by channel impairments, such as multipath; 

– amount and types of interference signals that are present along with the desired signal; and 

– level and characteristics of noise that are present with the desired signal at the receiver’s 
detector, demodulator, or decoding circuits. 

This section deals with the last factor, noise, and the ways to estimate the noise levels that may be 
present in a land mobile radio system. The section provides background on noise terms and noise 
power expressions, gives the sources of information on noise (relative to land mobile radio 
applications) that are contained in Recommendation ITU-R P.372, and suggests where new 
measurements indicate changes in historical noise levels. 

8.2 Noise terms and background 

8.2.1 Noise components 

Radio system noise can be attributed to two types of source: 

– receiver noise or internal noise due to the radio system itself, and  

– environmental noise or external noise from sources outside the radio system.  

Depending upon such factors as the receiver design, where in the radio spectrum the system 
operates, and the location where the system is used, either the receiver noise can dominate or the 
environmental noise can be the dominant source of noise. 

8.2.2 Noise power and noise temperature 

The random motion of free electrons in a resistive conductor creates a noise voltage across the 
conductor. The resistive circuit is shown in Fig. 8.1. The noise power, n, which would be measured 
in a resistor at an absolute temperature, t, in units of K (Kelvin), and within a bandwidth, b, (Hz), is 
called the thermal noise power. The mean thermal noise power, n (W), available in a resistor is: 

  btkn =  (8-1) 
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where k = 1.38 × 10–23 (W/(K ⋅ Hz) is Boltzmann’s constant. If a standard room temperature 
(~17° C) of t0 = 290 K is used as a reference temperature for the resistor, then the reference noise 
power, nref, in a 1 Hz bandwidth becomes 
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In decibel form, the reference noise power, Nref, equals –204 dBW (in a 1 Hz bandwidth). 
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FIGURE 8.1

Noise power from a resistive conductor at a specified temperature
and within a given bandwidth

 

8.2.3 Noise factor 

Consider an amplifier having a gain, gamp, and bandwidth, b, in Hz. The amplifier circuit is shown 
in Fig. 8.2. Assume an input signal power, sin, and an input noise power, nin, due to a resistive load, 
are measured at the amplifier’s input terminals. Assume an output signal power, sout, and output 
noise power, nout, are available at the amplifier’s output terminals.  

A term called noise factor, f, originally was defined [8-1] as the ratio of the input signal-to-noise 
ratio to the output signal-to-noise ratio. 
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An alternate term, noise figure, is denoted by capital F and is defined as the decibel expression of 
the noise factor; i.e. F = 10 log10 f . 

The output signal power is related to the input signal power by the amplifier gain: 

  inampout sgs =  (8-3) 

and the input noise power is related to the noise temperature of the input termination, tin: 

  btkn inin =  (8-4) 
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When the input termination is at the reference temperature, t0, the input noise power is: 

  btknin 0=  (8-5) 

The output signal-to-noise power ratio can be written as: 

  
f

btk
s

n
s

in

out
out 0=  (8-6) 

and the output noise factor can be related to the noise factor of the amplifier by: 

  btkfgn ampout 0=  (8-7) 

Consider the case when the amplifier is noiseless. The noise at the output of the amplifier would be 
the noise at the input, k t0 b, multiplied by the amplifier’s gain: 

  btkgn ampampnoiseless 0=  (8-8) 

Now to find the noise at the output due only to the amplifier itself, subtract the noiseless amplifier 
noise power from the total noise power: 
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 (8-9) 
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Noise factor for a single device
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8.2.4 Noise factor for cascaded components 

Consider the overall noise figure of two and three components cascaded together as in Fig. 8.3. Let 
the noise factors and gains of the three devices be defined as f1, f2, f3, g1, g2, and g3, respectively. 
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FIGURE 8.3

Noise factors for cascaded devices

 

Following the pattern set by the single component above, the total output noise power of the two-
component circuit would be: 

  btkggfnout 02112=  (8-10) 

but this is just the output noise of the first component multiplied by the gain of the second device 
with the additional noise created by the second component by itself: 

  221 ngnnout +=  (8-11) 

Using the equations above, this becomes: 

  ( ) btkgfgbtkgfbtkggf 022201102112 1−+=  (8-12) 
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Thus, the overall noise factor, f12, of the two-component network is: 

  ( )
1

2
112

1
g

fff −+=  (8-13) 

and the overall noise factor, f123, of the three component network is: 
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If the first two devices are passive with attenuation (l) rather than gain, then: 

  
1

1
1
l

g =  (8-15) 

  
2
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g =  (8-16) 

and 

  ( )121112 −+= flff  (8-17) 

  ( ) ( )11 321211123 −+−+= fllflff  (8-18) 

8.2.5 Noise factor for receiving systems 

Recommendation ITU-R P.372 defines the components of a receiving system and the parameters 
needed to specify the noise factor, f, of a receiving system. The block diagram of the receiving 
system and its parameters are shown in Fig. 8.4. While several references (e.g [8-9], [8-10], [8-11]), 
describe receiving system noise figure and antenna noise figure, the following development along 
with Fig. 8.4 apply to the information found in Recommendation ITU-R P.372. 
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The following definitions apply to the parameters used in the Recommendation: 

 pn: available environmental noise power from an equivalent lossless antenna (W) 

 fa: noise factor at the antenna associated with environmental noise as intercepted by 
the antenna 

 la: antenna loss (assumed to be lossless, la = 1) 

 k: Boltzmann’s constant, 1.38 × 10–23 (W/(K ⋅ Hz) 

 t0: reference temperature, assumed to be room temperature 290 K 

 b: noise power bandwidth of the receiving system (Hz) 

 fc: noise factor associated with the antenna circuit losses 

 lc: antenna circuit loss (available input power/available output power) 

 ft: noise factor associated with the transmission line losses 

 lt: :transmission line loss (available input power/available output power) 

 fr: noise factor of the receiver. 

Referring to Fig. 8.4, while the output of the antenna circuit is a location that can be used to 
measure signal-to-noise power ratios, it is not the desired location to reference the system 
performance. Instead, the output of the antenna is where it is desired to specify the system signal-to-
noise power ratio, the antenna noise factor, fa, and the system noise factor, f. Based upon the above 
equations, the system noise factor can be written 

  ( ) ( ) ( )111 −+−+−+= rtcatcacaa flllfllflff  (8-19) 

With the assumption that the antenna itself is lossless (la = 1), the system noise factor becomes as 
equation (1) in Recommendation ITU-R P.372: 

  ( ) ( ) ( )111 −+−+−+= rtctcca fllflfff  (8-20) 

All parameters in the equation are dependent on the receiving system, except for the antenna noise 
factor, fa, which indicates the amount of environmental noise that would be intercepted by an 
antenna in a particular environment and specified bandwidth. 

The antenna noise figure, Fa, represents the antenna noise factor in decibels: 

  )(log10 10 aa fF =  (8-21) 

The environmental noise power, Pn, is the decibel form of pn: 
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where the noise bandwidth, B, is the decibel form of b: 

  )(log10 10 bB =               dB(Hz) (8-23) 

The noise bandwidth is often close in value to the receiver’s 3 dB signal bandwidth. 

Values for the antenna noise figure are contained in Recommendation ITU-R P.372. 
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8.3 Antenna noise figure information in Recommendation ITU-R P.372 

Recommendation ITU-R P.372 provides antenna noise figure information for systems operating 
from 0.1 Hz to 100 GHz. Three types of environmental noise can be present at the receiving 
antenna: atmospheric noise, galactic noise, and man-made noise. Atmospheric noise levels vary 
diurnally with night time presenting the highest values. Man-made noise, as indicated in the 
Recommendation, is greatest in urban environments and least in quiet rural environments. (It is 
noted that the source of man-made noise estimates given in the Recommendation came from 
references [8-2, 8-3] whose measurement data were collected over 25 years ago.) Typically, the 
galactic noise is about 5 to 10 dB greater than quiet rural noise. 

Most land mobile radio systems operate in the frequency range from about 30 MHz to 3 GHz; in 
this frequency range, atmospheric noise can be ignored. Figure 10 of the Recommendation presents 
the antenna noise figure, Fa, and the median antenna noise figure, Fam, values in this range where 
man-made and galactic noise sources dominate. 

The Recommendation provides an estimate of the median noise figure within business areas using 
the expression for systems in the frequency range 200 MHz < fMHz < 900 MHz: 

  MHzam fF 10log3.123.44 −=  (8-24) 

Table 8.1 compares the results of the overall system noise figure for two systems operating at 200 
and 900 MHz by using the equation above to estimate Fam at the two operating frequencies. Typical 
values are selected for the noise figure of the receiver and the losses of the antenna circuit and the 
transmission line. 

TABLE  8.1 

Comparison of system noise figures for LMR systems at 200 and 900 MHz 

 

 200 MHz system 900 MHz system 

Antenna Fam 16 dB 8 dB 

 fam 39.81 6.26 

Antenna circuit Lc 1 dB 1 dB 

 lc 1.26 1.26 

Transmission line Lt 1 dB 1 dB 

 lt 1.26 1.26 

Receiver Fr 9 dB 9 dB 

 fr 7.94 7.94 

 b 6 kHz 6 kHz 

System  F 17.1 dB 12.5 dB 

 f 51.42 17.86 

 Pn –149.1 dBW –153.7 dBW 
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For these two particular situations, the system noise figure and the system noise power are 
dominated by environmental noise for the 200 MHz system and by the receiver noise for the 
900 MHz system. 

The median noise figure, Fam, represents the value expected for 50% of the time and 50% of the 
locations, in a particular environment. To estimate man-made noise at other periods of time, 
Recommendation ITU-R P.372 provides decile values relative to median. The man-made noise 
level that would be available for at least 90% of the time (taking account of “within the hour” 
variability) at a given location is found by subtracting the lower decile value, Dl, from the median, 
Fam. Similarly, the noise level for no more than 10% of the time is estimated by adding the upper 
decile value, Du, to the median. Table 2 of the Recommendation suggests different upper decile 
values for the different environments of business, residential, and rural and only for operating 
frequencies up to 250 MHz. A revisit by researchers [8-4] of the original data indicated that the 
decile values should be modified to Du = 9.7 dB and Dl = 7 dB, regardless of man-made 
environment and of frequency. 

Within a given environment, the noise figure will change from location to location. The standard 
deviation of the median noise figure due to location variability, σL, is given [8-2] in Table 8.2, for 
one operating frequency, 250 MHz, that is within the land mobile radio spectrum under 
consideration. 

TABLE  8.2 

Standard deviation of location variability at 250 MHz 

 

An observation in [8-5] based on noise measurements made more recently than those of 
Recommendation ITU-R P.372 notes that man-made noise demonstrates a diurnal character, 
depending upon human activity. However, the measurements did not show the within-the-hour time 
variability as presented in Recommendation ITU-R P.372. Some indications were given that 
automotive noise is not the large contributor of man-made noise as it reportedly was when 
measurements were made for the man-made noise expressions found in the Recommendation. 
Unfortunately, there have been an insufficient number of noise measurements to demonstrate 
whether this conclusion has any basis. 

Other contributors of broadband noise, for example, such as digital devices and switched mode 
power supplies may have become more significant. These sources have different characteristics, 
especially with respect to peak-to-mean levels and discrete spectral components at clock 
frequencies and harmonics. 

Environment Business Residential Rural 

σL 3.8 dB 2.9 dB 2.3 dB 
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8.4 Noise measurements for specific applications 

For some land mobile radio applications, the signal levels may be near the system noise level. For 
those situations, noise measurements in the environments that the radios are to be used would 
provide better estimates of the noise levels than those estimates based upon historical data, such as 
from Recommendation ITU-R P.372. 

An RF noise measurement methodology is given in [8-6] which identifies the trade-offs between 
using a communications receiver (designed for the land mobile service application) and a 
laboratory-grade measurement receiver. Another recent report [8-7] provides information and gives 
details on the noise measurement process used to collect noise measurement characteristics in the 
136-138 MHz band. Mobile noise measurements were recently made and reported [8-8] that relate 
noise levels to a number of land use – land cover (LULC) categories. The same reference describes 
the process used to make the mobile measurements.  
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CHAPTER  9 

CHANNEL  CHARACTERISTICS  FOR  DIGITAL   
MODULATION  SCHEMES 

In a radio link, a part of the energy radiated by the transmitting antenna reaches the receiving station 
through different paths. Along these paths, interaction may occur between the electromagnetic field 
and various objects. Possible interactions are specular reflection on long plane surfaces, diffuse 
scattering from surfaces exhibiting small irregularities or from objects of small size, transmission 
through dense material, shadowing by obstacles, etc. At the position of the receiving antenna, the 
resulting electric field is spread both in time delay and direction. In radio systems using digital 
modulation schemes the properties of the time-varying, frequency-dispersive radio channel are 
important to know. In such radio environments not only the narrow-band signal is relevant but also 
the time delays and angles-of-arrival of the individual multipath components are important. 
Multipath signals are not seen as interferers only; in some systems their energy is used to improve 
the signal level.  

The dispersive nature of the propagation channel is described by the angle-resolved location-variant 
impulse response ),,( ϕτxh r  of the electric field: 

  ∑
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where:  

 xr :  denotes the MS position 

 τ : time delay  

 ϕ : angle-of-arrival 

 n : number of multipath signals. 

Each of these components embodies a specular and a diffuse part. 

9.1 Characterization in time domain 

By considering the propagation channel between the transmit antenna and the antenna of a 
stationary receiver the field strength-delay spectrum (FDS) describes the complex impulse response 
g(t) of the terrain in a narrow frequency band around f0: 
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where:  

 ig :  amplitude of the i-th signal 

 iψ : phase of the i-th signal 

 iτ : time delay of the i-th signal. 
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Since the bandwidth of a receiver is limited, the signals arriving within a certain time period cannot 
be resolved. This is accounted for by the convolution of g(t) with the receiver impulse response 
function w(t), which is matched to the transmit signal: 

  )(*)()( twtgth a=  (9-3) 

)(tg a  is the FDS, where each multipath signal is weighted with the antenna diagrams of the 

transmitter and receiver. The expected received power, Pm(t), can then be derived: 

  [ ])()()( * ththcEtPm =  (9-4) 

c is a constant converting field strength into received power. Based on Pm(t) the delay spread 
S [9-1] can be derived for the characterization of the propagation channel in the time-domain: 
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where: 
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S is a rough criterion to assess the performance of a digital system. As long as S is small compared 
to the duration T of the digital symbol the channel can be assumed to be resistant to inter-symbol 
interference. 

9.2 Characterization in frequency domain 

For many applications like frequency hopping or spread spectrum techniques, it is necessary to 
characterize the propagation channel in the frequency domain. The relation between the complex 
impulse response ga(t) and the complex transfer function is given by the Fourier transform: 
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where: 

 iag , : amplitude of the i-th signal weighted with the antenna diagrams 

 ia,ψ : phase of the i-th signal weighted with the antenna diagrams. 
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As the amplitudes and phases of the scattered multipath components vary statistically Ga( f ) is also 
a variable of a stochastic process. Such a weak stationary process is described by its autocorrelation 
function [9-2]. The autocorrelation function describing the random process in the frequency domain 
is the frequency correlation function (FCF): 

  ∫
+∞

∞−
∆+=∆ fffHfHflHH d)()()( *  (9-8) 

where: 

  )()()( fWfGfH a=  (9-9) 

and W( f ) is the Fourier transform of w(t). A more comprehensive description of correlation 
functions of the mobile radio channel can be found in [9-2]. lHH is a measure to quantify frequency 
selective fading effects. Parameters such as correlation or coherence bandwidth [9-1] of the radio 
channel are derived from lHH. 

9.3 Characterization in angular domain and Doppler spectra 

The Doppler frequency fd,i of each multipath signal depends on the velocity of the vehicle, the 
wavelength and the angle-of-arrival: 

  imaxdiiid ff
c
vf α=α=α coscos)( ,0
0

,  (9-10) 

where: 

 v : vehicle velocity 

 c0: speed of light 

 αi: incidence angle in azimuth 

 fd,max: maximum Doppler shift. 

The maximum Doppler shifts occur at alpha i = 0° and 180°. As each multipath signal has a 
different angle-of-arrival and amplitude a wide Doppler spectrum exists. This phenomenon is well 
known in the literature [9-2, 9-3]. For planning purposes, usually the simplified case of the so-called 
Jakes Spectrum [9-3] is applied, where it is assumed that all incoming signals have the same 
magnitude and equally distributed angles-of-arrival. This assumption characterizes the worst case. 

The application of multiple directive antennas, i.e. directional diversity, may lead to significant 
capacity improvements in cellular mobile radio. However, in such antenna concepts the angles-of-
arrival are important. Therefore directional channel models have been developed [9-4, 9-5]. 

9.4 WSSUS channels  

One of the most popular assumptions for a physically reasonable simplification of signal description 
in mobile radio channels is the wide-sense stationary uncorrelated scatterer (WSSUS) assumption. 
The wide-sense stationary (WSS) case means: 

– the mean value of the signal in the time domain is constant; 

– the time correlation function of the signal in the time domain depends only on the time 
difference ∆t and not on the absolute time itself. 
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In practical situations WSS conditions occur during short time spans corresponding to small regions 
when the MS (mobile station) is moving. The stationary regions extend typically over several 
wavelengths λ to several tens of wavelengths λ. 

The uncorrelated scatterer (US) assumption is dual to the WSS assumption, in that it assumes that 
contributions with different delays τ are statistically uncorrelated. This condition means that 
interference processes, which cause statistical fluctuations of amplitude, are independent for the 
different scatterer clusters, i.e. groups of scatterers that cannot be resolved in direction. The WSSUS 
assumption is typically fulfilled in macro-cellular environments. However, investigations in [9-6] 
have shown that the assumption US is sometimes violated in small cells, especially in indoor 
environments. 

9.5 Modelling the wideband channel 

In order to forecast the characteristics of the wideband radio channel both site-specific and site-
general models have been developed. The site-specific methods are used to predict channel 
characteristics for a specific area whereas the site-general models are used for system simulations. 

9.5.1 Site-specific channel models 

Site-specific models are available for both rural and urban areas. In rural areas emphasis is placed 
on automatic detection of long excessive time dispersions. The task of predicting multipath signals 
can be subdivided into two steps. The first step consists of an algorithm to extract the relevant 
scattering areas. All known approaches, e.g. [9-7, 9-8, 9-9] take into account single scattering 
processes only. Hence every potential scatter area has to fulfil the LoS-condition to both transmitter 
and receiver. In a second step the path loss for each multipath signal has to be calculated. This 
calculation consists of three parts: 

– propagation from transmitter to the scattering surface, 

– process of scattering at the surface, 

– propagation from the scattering surface to the receiver. 

Digital terrain databases consisting of raster data with a resolution of 50 m to 200 m containing 
terrain height and land use information are sufficient for rural areas. 

In urban areas ray-tracing or ray-launching techniques are applied to predict multipath signals based 
on high-resolution building databases, e.g. [9-9, 9-10, 9-11, 9-12]. Both raster and vector data 
formats are used. Due to the complexity of the environment, multiple-scattering and diffraction 
processes in transversal propagation planes must be considered. 

A detailed overview of models for both environments can be found in [9-6]. Methods for channel 
characteristics from 3D propagation models are described in [9-9, 9-13]. 

9.5.2 Site general channel models for system simulation 

Models for the mobile radio channel are vital for the study of radio systems. These models have to 
reproduce the typical characteristics observed in measurement data from a number of different 
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representative environments. Two such models have been developed with the European research 
programs COST207 [9-14] and COST259 [9-4]. 

9.5.2.1 COST207 time delay profiles 

COST207 [9-14] provided a collection of suggested channels for testing rural and urban (hilly and 
not hilly) environments, with implementations of 6 or 12 taps. The basic elements (settings) for the 
channel simulation are: 

– tap delay values following different profiles; 

– tap mean power and Rayleigh distribution (eventually, for the first ray, a Rice distribution 
is used); 

– Doppler Spectrum types: Classical [9-3], Gaussian (two different types) and Rice (Classical 
+ direct ray). 

COST207 models have been used as a reference for many measurements and utilized in a number 
of theoretical and performance studies, mainly for, but not restricted to, GSM. 

9.5.2.2 COST259 directional channel models 

In order to take into account the directivity of the radio channel the COST259 project has developed 
directional channel models (COST259-DCM) [9-4]. These models can be seen as an extension and 
further development of the COST207 delay profiles.  

To account for the variety of extremely different topographical and electrical features of the 
different propagation environments COST259 has defined a 3-level structure, providing a 
framework from which channel models can be deduced.  

At the top level, a first distinction has been made by cell type. For each cell type, a number of radio 
environments (REs) have been identified. RE stands for a whole class of propagation conditions 
that exhibit similar or typical features that can be related to the surroundings in which a 
communication system operates. The topographical features of an RE are given by a number of 
external parameters, such as the frequency band, the average height of BS (base station) and MS 
(mobile station), their average distance, average building heights and separations, etc. Furthermore, 
it has been defined whether the propagation path has line-of-sight (LoS) or non-line-of-sight 
(NLoS). 

The propagation conditions encountered in each RE are characterized statistically by a set of 
probability density functions (PDFs) and/or statistical moments. Since the members of this set 
characterize propagation conditions of the entire RE, they are referred to as global parameters 
(GPs). They serve as key channel parameters that provide the necessary information for the basic 
system design decisions on modulation technique, burst length, coding scheme, etc.  

The third level of COST259-DCM consists of propagation scenarios, which are defined as random 
realizations of incidence conditions. The latter are specified by random local parameters (LPs). A 
possible set of LPs may be given by the parameters of the waves incident at the location of the Rx 
antenna, i.e. their number, complex amplitude, delay, and incidence direction, or equivalently, by 
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describing the location of the BS, MS, and the scattering objects interacting with the 
electromagnetic field. The statistical properties of the LPs are given by the set of global parameters 
defined in the 2nd level of COST259-DCM. 
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APPENDIX  A  

PRACTICAL  EXAMPLES 

A.1 Example of testing and tuning generalized empirical point-to-area models (see also 
§ 4.1.2) 

The following section addresses the testing and tuning of generalized propagation prediction models 
and describes the process in its simplest form. Therefore, this example should be used as a guide 
only, for use in restricted circumstances, by users with little or no previous experience and by those 
who have no access to sophisticated measurement and propagation planning tools. 

However, even in this simplest form, the described example may help to significantly improve the 
precision of a generalized empirical propagation prediction model (or choose the most appropriate 
model from several available, before applying them in an area of unknown propagation character. 

A.1.1 Model testing (see also § 4.1.2.2) 

The first step is the selection of test (reference) transmitter(-s) and receiver. If there is no possibility 
of using a dedicated test transmitter, then it is advisable to make use of existing transmitters, such 
us operational base stations of land mobile systems in the area of interest. On the receiving side, it is 
possible to use calibrated hand-held RF field monitors or even the subscriber units of those 
operational systems under test with field monitoring functions. It is important to place the antenna 
of the receive unit at an appropriate height; i.e. 1.5-3 m for the land mobile services. 

Once the equipment is selected, it is advisable to sketch a field plan for measurements. This may be 
conveniently done using a map of an appropriate scale. On this map the measurement routes should 
be outlined as well as measurement points for static measurements. In the following example, it is 
assumed that static measurements are carried out, because mobile measurements would require 
access to the mobile monitoring station, and if the latter is available it is usually equipped with all 
necessary automated measurement functions. 

One real example of such a plan for rural area measurements is given below in Fig. A.1. 

Note, that it may be very convenient to use a base station that is installed at the crossing of several 
roads going in various directions. Then the measurements may be done along those roads, as shown 
in the example in Fig. A.1. But care should be taken that the measurement paths do not leave the 
main lobe(s) of the base station’s antenna pattern if the base station is equipped with directional 
antennas. 

All measurement results should be recorded in a table against the distance from the test transmitter. 
This also allows an immediate comparison of averaged measured field strength with the results 
obtained using one or more propagation models. It may be useful to use conventional spreadsheet 
software for a basic automation of this exercise. One real reduced example of such records is shown 
in Table A.1. 
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Ter-0A1

FIGURE A.1

A real example of planning measurement routes around the test transmitters

 

 

TABLE  A.1 

A real example of measurement record, comparing modelling and measurement results 

 Location: Xxxx Station: GSM Hbs (m): 68
Direction: Yyyy Azimuth: 100.0 Hbs_eff (m): 73

Frequency: 951.000 erp (dBW): 25
Area type: Rural, slightly hilly terrain with little vegetation 

Points: P.370 Lee Ok-Hata Average Deviation Set Confid. R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10
km dB pcs.  +/- dB 

5 65.6 79.5 45.1 65.0 1.9 10 1.2 64.8 63.8 67.8 65.3 60.8 65.8 64.3 65.3 66.8 65.3 
10 50.5 66.4 35.3 42.7 3.2 10 2.0 42.8 44.8 44.3 46.3 45.3 42.3 36.3 39.3 45.8 40.3 
15 41.7 58.7 29.5 49.1 0.8 10 0.5 49.8 48.3 48.8 49.8 48.8 49.3 50.3 49.8 47.8 48.3 
20 35.4 53.3 25.4 36.7 1.1 10 0.7 37.3 36.8 35.8 36.3 38.3 37.8 36.3 34.8 35.8 37.8 
25 30.6 49.1 19.5 27.3 3.0 8 2.1 31.8 30.8 26.8 21.8 26.8 26.8 26.8 27.3 

dB(µV/m)

Measured set:

dB(µV/m)

Experimental results: Modelling results:

 

 

The example in Table A.1 was reduced to display data for five distance points only. Normally the 
measurements should be taken in at least 15-20 distance points, evenly spread along the intended 
coverage range. 

Along with tabular representation shown in Table A.1, a graphical representation may be very 
illustrative, as shown previously in Fig. 4.2. 
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A.1.2 Choosing the best model (see also § 4.1.2.2) 

Once the measurements are completed in several representative coverage areas, then the model best 
fitting measurement results may be impartially selected using the least squares criterion (LSC), as 
shown in expression (4-2). An example is given below of the application of equation (4-2) to 
compare three models with measurement set from Table A.1. 

a)  LSC as applied to measurement results in Table A.1 against the Recommendation 
ITU-R P.370 model: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 85.1266.303.274.357.367.411.495.507.426.650.65 22222
370 =−+−+−+−+−=areaX

PLSC  

b)  LSC as applied to measurement results in Table A.1 against the Lee model: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 9.61411.493.273.537.367.581.494.667.425.790.65 22222 =−+−+−+−+−=areaX
LeeLSC  

c)  LSC as applied to measurement results in Table A.1 against the Okumura-Hata model: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 46.02315.193.274.257.365.291.493.357.421.450.65 22222 =−+−+−+−+−=areaX
OHLSC  

The above results demonstrate that for this particular example of set of measurements the 
Recommendation ITU-R P.370 model provided the best approximation, because it scored the lowest 
in the least squares analysis. Then by summarizing the performance of the selected models in all 
propagation areas tested, it is possible to conclude which of the models provides the best fit of 
experimental results more often than the others. 

However, it should be stressed that in order to obtain statistically reliable results, much more 
extensive sets of data should be used for analysis than shown in this particular illustrative example. 

A.1.3 Model tuning (see also § 4.1.2.3) 

Precision of the selected generalized empirical model may be further enhanced for particular 
propagation conditions by means of model tuning, as described in § 4.1.2.3 of this Handbook. An 
illustrative example is provided below on the practical application of such tuning to the Okumura-
Hata model (4-3), using the same reduced set of measurement results as shown in Table A.1. 

Okumura-Hata model, for example, can be tuned by the method presented in Section 4.1.2.3 of this 
Handbook by making use of expressions (4-6) and (4-7). It should be also noted that the parameter 
xi in equation (4-6) equals log(Ri), where R is distance in the same values as used in the model. So, 
for the set of distances in Table A.1 {5, 10, 15, 20, 25}, it would produce a set of R = {0.7, 1, 1.2, 
1.3, 1.4}. Applying equation (4-6) to the measurement and modelling results from Table A.1 one 
would obtain the following: 

25.46~

96.95~

22222

22222

2222

)4.13.12.117.0()4.13.12.117.0(5

)3.277.361.497.4265()4.13.12.117.0()3.274.17.363.11.492.17.421657.0(5
)4.13.12.117.0()4.13.12.117.0(5

)3.274.17.363.11.492.17.421657.0()4.13.12.117.0()3.277.361.497.4265()4.13.12.117.0(

−≈=γ

≈=

++++−++++⋅

++++⋅++++−⋅+⋅+⋅+⋅+⋅⋅
++++−++++⋅

⋅+⋅+⋅+⋅+⋅⋅++++−++++⋅++++

SYS

K  
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The above results should be then substituted into equation (4-7). The remaining variables in 
equation (4-7) describe the parameters of the system under test, in accordance with their definition 
in the original description of the Okumura-Hata model (equation (4-3)). For this particular example 
the values from Table A.1 are used accordingly, thus obtaining from equation (4-7) the resulting 
values of tuned parameters of the empirical propagation prediction model: 

4.1
)73log(55.69.44

25.46~

4.63))8.0)900log(56.1(5.1)7.0)900log(1.1(()73log(82.13)900log(16.62596.95~
0

≈
⋅−

−−=γ

≈−⋅−⋅−⋅−⋅−⋅+−=E
 

The latter results allow one to conclude that, in a given area, the propagation of radiowaves can be 
modelled empirically, using the selected Okumura-Hata model (equation (4-3)) with the values of 
empirical parameters E0 = 63.4 and γ = 1.4. However, as described in § 4.1.2.3 of this Handbook, it 
would be advisable to perform such calculation of empirically-tuned parameters in several areas 
with similar propagation conditions so as to obtain averaged values of E0 and γ for more general use 
in a particular country or region (see example in Table 4.1). 

Again, it should be stressed that, in order to obtain statistically reliable results, much more extensive 
sets of data should be used for analysis than that used in this particular example from Table A.1. 
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APPENDIX  B  

UNIT  CONVERSIONS 

B.1 Propagation losses versus field strength 

Although, when presenting various models in the text of the Handbook, there are interchangeable 
references either to the propagation loss modelling or to the field strength prediction, it should be 
clearly understood that these models provide modelling of the same phenomenon. The propagation 
losses (usually denoted as L) are linked directly to the received power or field strength by 
accounting for the actual power radiated into the space by transmitter. 

For example, the transmission loss calculated in decibel units may be easily converted into the 
received power (PR) at the input of the receiver through a logarithmic expression: 

  LLLGGPP SRSTRTTR −−−++=   

where: 

 PT : power at the output of transmitter, on logarithmic scale 

 GT : gain of transmitting antenna 

 GR : gain of receiving antenna 

 LS : system losses at the transmitter, e.g. feeder losses 

 LSR : system losses at the receiver 

 L : modelled propagation losses. 

When it is sufficient to calculate the power or field strength at the reception point before passing 
into the receiving system, then it is not necessary to account for receiver parameters GR and LSR in 
the above expression. 

For more detailed description of the relations between propagation losses, signals and system 
parameters, please see Recommendation ITU-R P.341 – The concept of transmission loss for radio 
links [B-1]. 

B.2 Decibel units and logarithmic scale 

Very often in radiocommunications, power and other electrical parameters are expressed in decibel 
units. This allows one to use simple summation instead of more complex multiplication operations. 
Additionally, its logarithmic scale allows for more simple and uniform representation of an 
extremely wide dynamic range of radio signal parameters. 

It should be noted that the decibel (denoted as dB) itself does not represent the absolute value of the 
parameter but rather its relation to some reference value. So, for example, the ratio between the 
output and input powers, pout and pin respectively (gain, Gp), may be described in dB units as 
follows: 

  







=

in

out
P p

pG 10log10               dB  
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For voltages or currents the expression for dB changes due to the fundamental fact that power is 
proportional to a square of voltage or current. This square transfers into a double multiplier in front 
of logarithm: 

  







=








=

0

1
10

0

1
10 log20orlog20

i
iG

u
uG IU                dB  

Described in this way, the same value of dB means the same relation between two signals, 
irrespective of whether it was measured using power or voltage/current properties of those signals. 

Although decibels themselves represent a ratio between the two parameters, decibels are often 
transformed to mean the absolute values, when a certain value is used as a reference. For example, 
for expressing an absolute power the so called “dBW” parameter is often used, which means power 
of the signal as referred to 1 W: 

  





=

 W1
log10 10

pP               dBW  

It may be noted here that very often the original quantities are denoted with lower case letters (such 
as p in the above expression), while their logarithmic equivalents are denoted with the 
corresponding capital letters (such as P above). 

For example, the power of the transmitter equal to 25 W may be expressed in decibel units as being 
equal to: 

  dBW 14
 W1
 W25log10 10 ≈






  

Other similar logarithmic expressions for absolute values, that are most commonly used in 
radiocommunication practice, are shown below as derived from different reference bases: 

– for powers where dBW is too large: 

  





=

mW 1
log10 10

pP               dBm  

– for amplitude of a received signal: 

  







µ

=
V 1

log20 10
uU               dBµV  

– for the electric field strength of radio signal: 

  







µ

=
V/m 1

log20 10
eE               dB(µV/m)  

Other decibel-derived units also exist. The reference value used for their establishment may be 
distinguished by the suffix attached to the dB sign. Sometimes such use of a reference base is 
extended to the description of absolute gain. For example in radiocommunications “dBi” and “dBd” 
are often used, which describe the gain of antenna as related respectively to an isotropic radiator or 
to a half-wave dipole, noting that 0 dBd = 2.15 dBi. 
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When applied in calculations, the gains expressed in dB (including dBi value of antenna gain) all 
have the same logarithmic base and may be aggregated arithmetically. For example, when 
calculating radiated power one may obtain: 14 dBW of transmitter power plus 10 dBi of 
transmitting antenna gain minus 3 dB of feeder losses produce 21 dBW of e.i.r.p. (equivalent 
isotropically radiated power). 

B.3 Unit conversions 

The conversion of logarithmic decibel units of the same kind (e.g. power or field strength), that 
describe absolute values may be carried out by simple conversion to a different reference base. For 
example, to convert dBW to dBm, it should be noted first that 0 dBW = 1 W = 1 000 mW, then the 
conversion may be easily calculated: 

  dBm30
mW 1

mW 0001log10dBW 0 10 =





⋅=   

Using the above expression, one can convert from dBW to dBm by simply adding 30 dB, or from 
dBm to dBW by subtracting 30 dB. For example 14 dBW = 44 dBm and –55 dBm = –85 dBW. 

For other cases, when it is necessary to change between the units of a different nature, special 
conversion formulae should be used; e.g. as described in Recommendation ITU-R P.525 – 
Calculation of free-space attenuation [B-2]. The most frequent case met in propagation modelling is 
the need to convert the value of a given field strength into the isotropically received power at a 
given location or vice versa. This may be obtained using the following conversion formula: 

  2.167log20 −⋅−= fEPR  

where: 
 PR : isotropically received power (dBW) 
 E : electric field strength (dB(µV/m)) 
 f : frequency (GHz). 

With f in MHz, add 60 dB to the constant (i.e. –107.2). To calculate , PR, in dBm, add 30 dB to the 
constant (i.e. –137.2). 

B.4 References 
[B-1] Recommendation ITU-R P.341 – The concept of transmission loss for radio links. International 

Telecommunication Union, Geneva. 

[B-2] Recommendation ITU-R P.525 – Calculation of free-space attenuation. International Telecom-
munication Union, Geneva. 
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